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Preface
Use this guide to assist you while navigating Schoolnet. This guide is based on the Schoolnet online
help, which you can also use to learn the Schoolnet Student Information System (SIS) and to serve
as a reference.
The Schoolnet online help is updated as Schoolnet is updated. Not all versions of the Schoolnet
online help are available in a printable guide. For the most up-to-date information, click Help on any
page in Schoolnet.
Referenced Sections
This guide is based on the Schoolnet online help, and may include references to sections that are not
contained within the guide. See the Schoolnet online help for the referenced section.
Security Permissions
Depending on your security permissions, only certain procedures may be available to you.
Navigation
This guide uses the > symbol to move down a menu path. If instructed to “Click File > New >
Window,” begin by clicking File on the menu bar. Then, click New and then Window. The option noted
after the > symbol will always be on the menu that results from your previous selection.
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1: What's New in Classrooms
Material Create and Edit: A New Look and Feel
l

l
l

l
l
l

Build lesson plans and other instructional materials quickly with the new instructional material
creation interface.
Manage everything about your material from a single, vertically scrolling page.
Access subject, grade range, and standard alignment selection from one convenient
horizontal bar.
Use the same standard selection tool used in Assessment Admin.
Creating/editing a material within Curriculum Manager has not changed.
When creating or editing an instructional material, you can add up to five (5) custom sections
to the material’s text-based content. Admins can disable using custom sections, by material
type.

Adding Instructional Content Using the District Template
Use a district template to add instructional content quickly and easily.
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Content and Alignments: Increased Flexibility
l

l

l
l

Instructional materials can now align to standards from any assigned standards document,
not just standards in the default set.
Content can now comprise Template, Attachment, and URL (no longer limited to one type of
content per material).
Up to three attachments can be added to a material.
Alignments are now grouped by standards document name to improve readability of what can
be a large list.
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l

This new flexibility has been added to the Curriculum Manager, as well.

Instructional Materials: Export Word
Users can now export instructional materials to a Microsoft Word file, as well as to a PDF file.
l

l

Exported files can be opened in Word for Windows (2007, 2010 or 2013), Word for Mac (2008
or 2011), and Google Docs.
Images (including equations) are embedded in the document. They appear even when the
user is offline.
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l

l
l

Images may be resized to fit page width. (Additional resizing may be needed for ideal vertical
fit.)
Review history and ratings are not included in PDF or Word exports.
The file header will use whatever image is saved as the tenant's print logo.

Instructional Materials: Linking
Material creators can add new linked materials directly from the details page, while the material in
view remains private. Public materials can only be linked to other public materials.

Instructional Materials Vetting: Artifacts
Users submitting or reviewing materials may exchange artifacts (files and links) in order to share
rationale and recommended edits.
l
l

l

Up to 25 files can be attached in any one action.
Any participant can remove artifacts he or she added earlier in the review, which will be
reflected in history.
Email notifications can be configured to include links to view and download artifacts added
during an action.

Copyright© 2016 Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliate(s). All rights reserved.
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l

l

l

Artifacts are secured; any user attempting to reach them directly must be logged in and
authorized to participate in the review of the material.
Artifacts are visible in the current review history. Links to them remain available until material
receives final approval or until submission is canceled.
Access to artifacts (including through links and emails) ends when the review cycle in which
they were added ends.

Instructional Materials Vetting: Linked
Final approval for a material is automatically also applied to any of its linked private materials or
materials belonging to smaller public banks.

Copyright© 2016 Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliate(s). All rights reserved.
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Item Searching: New Filter for Teachers
When searching Item Central, or when using the test map to create an Express Test, teachers with
fewer than 1000 tests scheduled have the option to exclude from their search questions that they
have already used during that schoolyear.

Student Analysis Sheets: Percentage Correct
Precision on Percent Correct values included in column of Student Analysis Sheet for Benchmark
Tests has been increased to improve accuracy when paired with Benchmark Performance Levels.
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2: Get Started
The Classrooms module is Schoolnet’s Curriculum and Instructional Management System, designed
with teachers as well as curriculum and instructional managers in mind. It provides teachers with a
comprehensive classroom profile that conveniently packages their class roster, daily lesson plan,
student performance and standards mastery reports into a single interface. Moreover, the
Classrooms module helps schools set and achieve higher academic standards. Teachers can track
the instructional progress of their classes, create dynamic lessons tied to standards, and include
exemplary resources in their lessons. The Classrooms module is designed to:
l

l

l

Deliver student performance data, academic standards, and curricular materials to the
teacher’s desktop.
Enable district curriculum staff to distribute standards, curricular materials, and best practices
to teachers throughout the district.
Provide district staff and teachers with easy-to-use tools to plan and analyze instructional
practice based on student performance.

Core Functions

Clicking:

Displays the:

Planner

Lesson Planner page, which offers planning calendars to help
teachers organize classroom instruction by scheduling a
curricular unit, instructional unit, and lesson plan.

Schedule
Curriculum

Schedule District Curriculum page, which is only visible to
users with administrator permissions. This page offers the
ability to schedule Curricular Units and Instructional Units for
an entire course and push those schedules onto the calendars
of teachers assigned to that course.

Student
Performance

Student Performance page, which displays courses by
teacher, the standards addressed in each, students enrolled,
and their mastery on each standard according to the various
assessment tests. Each student’s Instructional Learning Plan
(ILP), marks, demographics, programs, enrollment, and
assessment scores are accessible. Student Performance
contains the following:
l

Benchmark Dashboard. Allows you to view data
related to Benchmark tests.
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l

l

Classroom Test Dashboard. Allows you to view data
related to Classroom tests (i.e., tests created and
administered by a teacher to their own students or
sections and administration-assigned or recommended
tests for which data is not aggregated at the district
level).
Item Analysis. Enables you to review student answers
to a particular test item and view the corresponding
standard. Can be done on Benchmark, Classroom, or
Standardized tests.
Note: This tab is hidden if your district does not have
benchmark reporting.

l

l

l

l

Skill Analysis. View student performance on
standards assessed during the year. Can be done on
Benchmark, Classroom, or Standardized tests.
Standards Mastery. View specific course standards to
determine how many times they have been addressed
or scheduled,and the collective mastery of that
standard by students on recent Benchmark, Classroom
and Standardized tests.
Student List. View the students enrolled in each of your
classes either by collectively by student group or
individually by Student Profile.
Student Analysis. Analyze student data through a
variety of categories. You can create an Analysis
Spreadsheet and export data to other applications.

A repository for units, lessons, resources, and assessments
that you have created or saved from the public Materials Bank.
The Materials section contains the following areas:
Instructional
Materials

l

l

Suggested Materials: The main Materials Search page
contains standards and recommendation driven
suggestions for your sections.
Materials Search: Allows you to access the full range
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l

l

l

l

of training materials stored within your district’s shared
materials banks.
My Materials: Allows you to access the full range of
training materials that you have either created and
materials that you have copied and/or tailored and
saved from district materials.
Standards Search: Allows you to search for standards
and standard-aligned materials.
Curriculum Search: Allows you to search for materials
by curriculum.
Courses Search: Allows you to search for materials by
course.

Note: Lessons and units must be saved in My Materials to be
available for scheduling in the Lesson Planner.

Student
Groups

The Student Groups area of the Classrooms module allows
you to place students into definable groups for differentiated
planning, remediation, special events organization, seating
arrangements, reporting, or whatever your unique activity or
need may be. You can include notes, Section data from the
current Section, and identify a Category for the group.

Classrooms Web Parts
My Schoolnet is a user's personalized instructional portal that brings together the most important
data and information from various modules into a single interface. Each application is packaged with
a series of “Web Parts” or modules designed for specific system user types that may be added to
your home page. The modules packaged with the Classrooms module include:
l

l

l

l

My Classroom: Allows you to view a particular a specific Section's information, and provides
links to the Lesson Planner, Classroom Pages, Student Data, My Materials, and Gradebook.
Classroom Profile: Lets you view your classroom roster, view student profiles, and review
student marks.
My Calendar: Lets you view events happening at your institution by pulling applicable
information from the Outreach module.
My Resources: Reveals any web page(s) you have bookmarked.

Copyright© 2016 Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliate(s). All rights reserved.
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User Roles and Permissions
Schoolnet uses a combination of role membership and operation assignments to grant permission to
certain functionality. Your school district can assign these authorizations to the appropriate users.
Check My Account to see what roles and operations apply to you. Anyone who has access to the
Classrooms module can search public materials, curriculum and standards.

Role/Operation

Explanation
Users in the Teacher role can:
l

l

l

Teachers

View the Lesson Planner for all sections they teach (if
available from SIS)
View / Analyze all Sections they teach (if available
from SIS)
Create, save, and submit a lesson plan and
instructional unit for approval

Note: Depending on how grades are reported in your
school, the SIS system may not recognize that you teach
certain students. For example, if you teach art, your
students may actually show up under their homeroom
teacher.
Users in the Staff role can:
Staff

l

Create, save and submit for approval lessons, units,
resources and assessments

Users with the Curriculum Manager operation (at the
highest level institution) can:
l

Curriculum
Managers

l
l

l
l

Materials
Reviewer

Edit or delete a curriculum
Create, edit or delete a curricular unit
Map a standard (i.e., map two or more sets of
standards to each other)
Create, edit or delete a standard
Create, save and submit for approval lesson plans,
curricular units, resources and assessments.

Users with the Materials Reviewer operation can:
l

Approve materials (lessons, resources, units,
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l

l

assessments) submitted for approval to the public
bank of their primary institution
Submit materials in the public bank of their primary
institution to the public bank of the tier above them for
approval (if applicable)
Create, save and submit for approval lessons, units,
resources and assessments.

Users with the Instructional Manager operation in their
primary institution can:
l

l

Instructional
Manager

l

View the Instructional Planner for all teachers in the
same institution or lower
View the Student Performance area for all teachers
in the same institution or lower. If this user also has
the Student Detail Viewer role, then he/she will see
everything under the teachers’ Student Performance
area. If the user does not have this role assigned, he/
she will not see any Student Profiles or the Student
Analysis tab
Create, save and submit for approval lessons, units,
resources and assessments

Instructional Managers who also have the Student Detail
Viewer operation:
l

Student Detail
Viewer
l

Can access Student Profile information under
Student Performance for all students in the same
institution or lower
Have a Student Analysis tab in Student
Performance, allowing the user to look up data about
students by class/section

Users in the System Operator role can:
System
Operator

l

l

Set the order of items in many of the dropdown lists
throughout the Classrooms module
Specify the items that are available in many of the
fields, including resource types, differentiated
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l
l

l

l
l

procedure groups, Instructional Learning Plan (ILP),
checkboxes, etc.
Manage subjects, levels and standard sets
Bulk upload lessons, resources, assessments and
standards
Map a standard (i.e., map two or more sets of
standards to each other)
Create, edit or delete a standard
Those with the student detail viewer (so they can
access the student profile) can edit, add, and delete a
Teacher's Note

Copyright© 2016 Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliate(s). All rights reserved.
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3: Student Performance
Student Performance allows teachers and instructional managers to generate reports and access
instruction-focused data. There are dashboard views with details for each section, indicating the
standards covered, students enrolled, and student mastery of each standard (according to the
various assessment tests administered). You can report on student benchmarks for any assessment
items that are aligned to a core set of standards. You can also create and add students into a student
group. All features may be viewed at the section or course level. The level of information that is
available on the report depends on the role to which you have been assigned. For more information,
see Role and Performance Data.
Student Performance includes two dashboards to view student performance on tests, Benchmark
Dashboard and Classroom Test Dashboard. Use the filters to locate tests by test category, subject,
or grade range.
To view Student Performance

1. Go to Classrooms > Student Performance.
2. Use the Section Chooser to locate tests. Administrators can select Region (if applicable),
Institution, Teacher, and Section. Teachers can select sections.
3. Click a test name to see detailed performance information and access Item Analysis, Skills
Analysis, Standards Mastery, and Trends.
4. You can filter results by Test Category, Subject, and Grade.
5. Click Show fewer/more tests narrow or widen the results. See the Logic dropdown below for
details.
Overview of Student Performance tabs

Student Performance may include the following tabs depending on how your system is set up:
l
l

l

l
l

Benchmark Dashboard Allows you to view data related to Benchmark tests.
Classroom Test Dashboard Allows you to view data related to Classroom tests (i.e., tests
created and administered by a teacher to their own students or sections and administrationassigned or –recommended tests for which data is not aggregated at the district level).
Item Analysis For any benchmark, classroom or standardized test, see the selected answer
each student and the standard that it is aligned to the question. This tab is hidden if your
district does not have benchmark reporting.
Skill Analysis View student performance on each standard assessed during the year.
Standards Mastery View specific course standards to see how many times they have been
addressed (or scheduled), and student’s collective mastery on recent assessments or course
standards as measured by those assessments.

Copyright© 2016 Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliate(s). All rights reserved.
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l

l

l

Student List: View the students enrolled in each of your classes. Each student has an
individual Student Profile which you can use to track a student’s academic progress, special
needs, etc.
Student Analysis: Analyze student data using demographic and other data. You can create a
multi-column Analysis Spreadsheet and export the data to another application.
Intervention Plans: View students with an active intervention plan and the area of
concentration. This option is only available for school districts using Interventions module, an
Intervention Plans tab displays in Student Performance.

Logic for displaying tests on the Benchmark and Classroom Dashboards

The Benchmark Dashboard displays any test that was taken by a student with an enrollment in the
selected section, regardless of the section the test was actually taken in. If Show Fewer Tests is
selected, only tests that were actually taken in the selected section are displayed.
For tests in the Common Classroom category, the Classroom Test Dashboard displays any test
taken by a student with an enrollment in the selected section. For personal tests (such as My
Classroom), only those tests actually taken in the selected section are displayed. If Show Fewer
Tests is selected, only tests actually taken in the selected section for the Common Classrooms are
displayed as well.
This means that you will be able to see any of your students' Common Classroom tests regardless of
whether they were taken in your section. For My Classroom, you will generally only be able to see
your own tests because other teachers can't assign their My Classroom tests to your sections. Note
that if you have the permissions to select other teachers' sections from the Section Chooser, you will
be able to see their My Classroom tests.
Access to Student Performance information by role

Teacher Role

Instructional Manager
Role
l

l

l

Access
Student
Performance
Access all
information
within
Student
Performance
for their own
sections.

l

Student Detail View Role

Access Student
Performance
View Students
sub-tabs and
Student Profile
information for all
teachers'
sections in the
same institution
in which those
roles are given,
as well as all
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l

lower institutions.
View all
information
within Student
Performance for
teachers in the
institution where
they have the
role

Roles and Performance Data
The level of information that is available on Student Performance reports is dependent upon the role
to which you have been assigned:

Roles

Performance Data

State Admin

All regions, districts, schools, teachers, and sections

District Admin

All regions, schools, teachers, and sections.

School Admin

All teachers in the school, all sections in the school.

Teacher

Assigned sections.

Note: You can verify your roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking under Other
Roles and Operations.

Item Analysis
Item Analysis allows for question-level analysis for any Benchmark, Classroom or Standardized test
(based on item level performance) for the selected course or section. The level of information that is
available on the report is dependent upon the role to which you have been assigned. For more
information, see Role and Performance Data.

Optional: For open response questions, click

to view the Student Response, Rubric-Based

Performance, and Comments. For a response that has been submitted by file upload, you must also
download the file to view the student's response.
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Optional: For task items, click

to view the Question Content and Student Response to all of the

activities associated with the item.
Build a Report

1. Go to Classrooms > Student Performance.
2. From the Section Chooser, select Region, School, Teacher, or Course/Section from the
menu(s).
3. Click the Item Analysis tab. This screen defaults with the details of the most recently
administered test.
4. Optional: Click Change Test to create a report for another test. Select filter settings from the
menus to locate a test by Test Type, Subject, Test Level, Test Standard Set, Test Category,
and Test Name.
Tip: Click Hide Test Selector to hide the test selection fields. View the Summary Item
Analysis Report and Student Detail Report for each student.

5. Select an Order by option to organize performance results.
Overview Data

The top portion of the Item Analysis report presents an item-by-item summary of student data. Use
this area to view:
l

l

l

l

l

Section-Wide Percent Correct row displays what percentage of students answered each
item correctly. To view how this section compares to your school, region, or district, expand
the report for further analysis.
Primary Standards IDs are listed for each item. Expand the report to view any secondary
standards.
Point Value displays the total score percentage for each item for all students who answered
the question.
Correct Answer displays the correct answer and the percentage of students who selected the
answer.
Item Details click the item to view details. For open response items with rubrics, the rubric
traits (which you can collapse or expand) are shown next to the item.

Report Details

The lower portion of the Item Analysis report contains student-by-student data. This section details
how each individual student answered each assessment item. Where available, a scale score is also
shown. The table uses the following icons to represent responses to each item:

Copyright© 2016 Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliate(s). All rights reserved.
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Icon

Meaning
Indicates open response items with rubrics. Click to
collapse or expand the rubric details.
Correct response.

A-E

Incorrect multiple choice response.

True or False

Incorrect true/false response.

123
1/3
.333
2_3_

Incorrect gridded response for a whole number, fraction,
or decimal. A red number with an underscore symbol (_)
indicates an incorrect answer and shows where the
student used spaces (blank columns) in their answer.
Note that in some cases, digits must be placed in the
correct column for their mathematical place; for example
a correct answer of 21 requires that the 1 be in the rightmost column and the 2 in the column to its left.

-

None or multiple responses.

[#]

Number of points awarded for open-ended response.
Click the icon to view the student's response, rubricbased performance, and comments. For a response that
has been submitted by file upload, you must download
the file to view the student's response.

Gap 1 - C
Gap 2 -

Inline response test item. A red letter indicates an
incorrect response, and a check mark indicates a correct
response. In this example, the student received 50% of
the points the question is worth.

12-D
3-

Matching test item. The number indicates the question
stem number. A red letter indicates an incorrect
response, and a check mark indicates a correct
response. In this example, the student received 66% of
the points the question is worth.

AB - Not Selected
C - Selected

Multiple-select hot spot test item. A check mark indicates
a correct response. Red text indicates hot spots that were
incorrectly selected or not selected. Single-select hot
spot item. A red letter indicates an incorrect response.

A (Missing)

One of the correct answers is missing. This applies to test
items such as drag and drop, where multiple answers can
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be assigned to a single answer container.

1 - No Response

One part of the question is missing an answer. If there is
no number indicated the skipped portion of the question,
the entire question had no response.

Time

Represents the amount of time the student took to read
and answer a test item on an online test.

Anchor Item

Any item that has been flagged by a teacher or
administrator for identification as an anchor item. This
flag is user-defined, visible to only its creator, and may be
used for a variety of purposes.

Report Features
l

l
l
l
l
l

Highlight Low Performing Students Select to highlight students who performed poorly on an
assessment. Where at least one student has a score in the lowest score group, all students
within that score group will be considered as low performing students. When no student
scores in the lowest score group, the system will consider ALL of the students with scores in
the score groups that are not proficient as low performing students.
Add to Group. Select student(s) to add to a new or existing group plan.
Assign Interventions: Select student(s) to assign to a new or existing intervention plan.
Student Profile: Click on a name to view the student's profile.
Sorting: Click on any column header to sort the view.
Open response with rubrics: Open response items with rubrics show a breakdown of
student scores by scorable rubric trait. Click

on the column header to collapse or expand

the rubric details. When exporting to a spreadsheet, this expanded information is included.
Schoolnet users can benefit from having a Schoolnet site integrated with GradeSpeed. The
GradeSpeed Gradebook web part may be configured to provide links to the Grades, Report Cards,
Attendance, and Triggers web parts, as well as information on Upcoming Assignments, Recent
Assignments, and My New/Dropped Students. Two reports sharing tabs, Classroom Skills Analysis
and Item Analysis, offer teachers the option of sending tests to Gradebook. Tests sent in this way are
pushed to GradeSpeed as assignments for that class's gradebook.
Note: The score format is determined by the score type that has been selected for the test during
test creation e.g. Percent, Raw, Proficiency.
Quick Tools

Tools are located in the upper right area of Student Performance. The tools that are available are
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dependent upon your permissions and the selected report.
l

l
l

l

l

Past Year Sections: Administrator only, view student performance from previous courses
and sections for a selected test.
Materials Search: Search for instructional materials.
Curriculum Title: Curriculum managers only, click on a curriculum to view and update the
curriculum properties.
Export: Create Batch-Create PDF Files, Create PDF, and Export to Spreadsheet. The
export options that are available are dependent upon the report that is selected. This feature is
not available for Benchmark Dashboard and Classroom Test Dashboard views.
Print: Create a printer-friendly copy of Student Performance data.

Item Detail with Distribution of Student Responses
The distribution of student responses report provides detailed information on the test items that are
included on a selected test as well as the average performance data for test-taking students. When
this report is accessed from Classrooms, the data is aggregated from the course or section to the
school, region (if applicable) and district.
Report Details
l
l

l
l

l
l

l

Response Distribution: Displays the number of test-taking students.
Score Point Distribution: The Score Point Distribution and Score Point Distribution by
Standard areas are displayed. For open response items with an associated rubric, the Score
Point Distribution by Trait area is included with the report.
Passage: Displays the passage that has been linked to the test item.
Question and Answer Content: Displays the content for the question and the response
options including the correct response(s) and most common incorrect response.
Question Content: Displays the content for the question for open response items.
Response Distribution: Displays the response distribution for activities including the correct
responses and most common incorrect response..
Standard(s): Displays the standard(s) that are aligned to the test item or rubric that was used
to score an open response item. Click the

l

to view the standard, sub-standards, and

access materials.
Properties: Displays properties that are associated with the test and the test item such as Test
Name, Test Level(s), Item Type, and Point Value.

Note: Estimated Response Time is a System setting for calculating the amount of time a student
spends responding to a benchmark test question. Once configured, benchmark tests completed
online by at least 30 students include a time statistic on an Item Analysis Report. This value
appears on Item Details, Test Details, Item Details with Distribution for Student Responses, and
Student Profile and can also be used when performing an Advanced Search in Item Central.
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Skills Analysis
Skills Analysis provides administrators and teachers to view student performance by all of the
standards that are aligned a selected test. The level of information that is available on the report is
dependent upon the role to which you have been assigned. For more information, see Role and
Performance Data.
Build Report

1. Go to Classrooms > Student Performance.
2. Select a Section to define a data set. For administrators select Region, if applicable,
Institution, Teacher, and Section. For teachers select a section.
Note: If the selected course is Homeroom, there is a section indicated for each student grade
level represented in the class. If there are students who took a different level test, use the
Test Level drop-down to select the appropriate grade level of the test.

3. Select the Skills Analysis tab. This screen defaults with the details from the most recently
administered tests.
4. Optional: Click Change Test to create a report for another test. Select filter settings from the
menus to locate a test by Test Type, Subject, Test Level, Test Standard Set, Test Category,
and Test Name.
Tip: Click Hide Test Selector to hide the test selection fields. View the Summary Item
Analysis Report and Student Detail Report for each student.

5. Optional: Select Show Only Currently Enrolled Students to exclude students from past
year's sections on the report.
6. Scroll down to display the Standards Alignment portion of the page, which provides a full
description of each standard and its associated skills and subskills.
Report Features

The student detail section allows you to:
l
l

l

Click a student’s name to view his/her Student Profile.
Sort students based on their responses to a single item. Click the Sort column header to
reorder students based on those responses.
Highlight students in the lowest score group. Select to highlight students who performed
poorly on an assessment. Where at least one student has a score in the lowest score group,
all students within that score group will be considered as low performing students. When no
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l

l

l

student scores in the lowest score group, the system will consider ALL of the students with
scores in the score groups that are not proficient as low performing students.
Add to Group. Select student(s) to add to a new or existing group plan. Click Go after making
your selections.
Assign Interventions: Select student(s) to view the available interventions and assign to
student(s).
Send a test to the Gradebook: GradeSpeed users can send test data to the Gradebook from
the Skills Analysis tab by clicking Send Test to Gradebook in the upper-right corner of the
page. Use the drop-downs to select an Assignment Type and Category, then click OK. This
action can only be performed from the Skills Analysis and Item Analysis tabs.

Schoolnet users can benefit from having a Schoolnet site integrated with GradeSpeed. The
GradeSpeed Gradebook web part may be configured to provide links to the Grades, Report Cards,
Attendance, and Triggers web parts, as well as information on Upcoming Assignments, Recent
Assignments, and My New/Dropped Students. Two reports sharing tabs, Classroom Skills Analysis
and Item Analysis, offer teachers the option of sending tests to Gradebook. Tests sent in this way are
pushed to GradeSpeed as assignments for that class's gradebook.
Quick Tools

Tools are located in the upper right area of Student Performance. The tools that are available are
dependent upon your permissions and the selected report.
l

l
l

l

l

Past Year Sections: Administrator only, view student performance from previous courses
and sections for a selected test.
Materials Search: Search for instructional materials.
Curriculum Title: Curriculum managers only, click on a curriculum to view and update the
curriculum properties.
Export: Create Batch-Create PDF Files, Create PDF, and Export to Spreadsheet. The
export options that are available are dependent upon the report that is selected. This feature is
not available for Benchmark Dashboard and Classroom Test Dashboard views.
Print: Create a printer-friendly copy of Student Performance data.

Standards Mastery Reports
The Standards Mastery section of the Student Performance page allows you to view the specific
standards you have addressed (or plan to address) in each of your classes. You can view the
student’s collective mastery on recent assessments or course standards as measured by those
assessments. The Standards Mastery section allows you to run the Standardized Test Report,
Classroom Test Report, Benchmark Test Report, Classroom Test Report, Benchmark Trends
Report. The level of information that is available on the report is dependent upon the role to which
you have been assigned. For more information, see Role and Performance Data.
Build Report
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to Classrooms > Student Performance.
Select a Section.
Click the Standards Mastery tab.
From the Section Chooser, select Region, School, Teacher, and Course/Section from the
menus.
5. Choose one of the following Test Types. See the following sections for detailed information
about working within each of these types.
l Benchmark Test: Details one administration of a benchmark test and the number of
students who scored in each proficiency group, by standard. Only the skills assessed on
the test are displayed. Proficiency groupings are configured by the district and based on
the percent of questions answered correctly. Click on the View Table Key option to
display the group score key. Depending on your system settings, this key will display a
color legend plus the associated scoring percentage, or just the color key with no
associated percentages. This setting also affects the display of score group
percentages on the Student Mastery Groupings screen.
l Classroom Test: Analyzes tests categorized as Classroom Tests. Not all users will
have this option.
l Trends: Allows for benchmark assessment results from up to six tests to be compared
for students in a teacher’s course or section. It displays the percent of students who are
classified as proficient in each course standard. The Benchmark Trends Report allows
you to drill-down to standards reported at more than one level.
l Standardized Test: Displays the number of students in each score group by course,
standard or assessment section. The Standardized Test Detail Report allows you to
drill-down to standards reported at more than one level.
6. Select your test(s). Use the drop-downs (Test Level, Test Standard Set, Test Category) to
filter the available tests.
Quick Tools

Tools are located in the upper right area of Student Performance. The tools that are available are
dependent upon your permissions and the selected report.
l

l
l

l

l

Past Year Sections: Administrator only, view student performance from previous courses
and sections for a selected test.
Materials Search: Search for instructional materials.
Curriculum Title: Curriculum managers only, click on a curriculum to view and update the
curriculum properties.
Export: Create Batch-Create PDF Files, Create PDF, and Export to Spreadsheet. The
export options that are available are dependent upon the report that is selected. This feature is
not available for Benchmark Dashboard and Classroom Test Dashboard views.
Print: Create a printer-friendly copy of Student Performance data.
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Note: All tests display in the drop-down by default. Click Show fewer tests to show only tests that
are mapped to your grade and subject area.

Tip: Click any icon in the Tools column, or a standard name in the Standard column, to drill down to
a detailed view of each standard displayed.

Summary Statistics
Summary Statistics provides meaning to District and State benchmark test scores and allows
administrators and teachers to make comprehensive interpretations of the student performance.
Calculations are only performed for assessments with at least 30 test-taking students and after the
Score Due Date has passed. The level of information that is available on the report is dependent
upon the role to which you have been assigned. For more information, see Role and Performance
Data.
Build Report

1. Go to Classrooms > Student Performance.
2. Select a Section to define a data set. For administrators select Region, if applicable,
Institution, Teacher, and Section. You may also include sections for previous years. For
teachers select a section.
3. Select the Summary Statistics tab. You may also access summary statistic report by
expanding a test from the Benchmark Test Dashboard > Summary Statistics.
4. Optional: Click Change Test to create a report for another test. Select filter settings from the
menus to locate a test by Test Type, Subject, Test Level, Test Standard Set, Test
Category, and Test Name.
5. Select Show options. Choose either Currently Enrolled Students or All Students. You may
also choose to Highlight Low Performing Students.
Overview Data

The report overview section includes summary statistic values for ALL test-taking students across
the assigned sections:

Overview Data

Summary Statistic Value

Subject

High Score

Grades

Low Score
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Number of test-taking students

Mean

Possible Points

Median
Standard Deviation

Note: For a particular section, fewer than 30 students may exist as long as the total number is at
least 30 test-taking students.
Report Details

The report details display summary statistics by student. The list of students includes all students
who are enrolled in the assigned section(s) and may include students who have not yet taken the
test. Statistical values for each student who took the test displays the following information:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Raw Score
Percent Score
Score Groups
Proficiency
Percentile
Quartile
Normal Curve Equivalent
Stanine
Standard Score
Grade Level Equivalent
Scale Score

Report Features
l

l

l

l

Highlight Low Performing Students: Select to highlight students who performed poorly on an
assessment. Where at least one student has a score in the lowest score group, all students
within that score group will be considered as low performing students. When no student
scores in the lowest score group, the system will consider ALL of the students with scores in
the score groups that are not proficient as low performing students.
Add to Group: Select student(s) to add to a new or existing group plan. Click Go after making
your selections.
Assign Intervention: Select student(s) to view the available interventions and assign to
student(s).
Student Profile: Click on a name to view the student's profile.
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l

Sorting: Click on any column header to sort the view. This option is not available Score Group
or Proficiency. Instead sort by Raw Score and Percent Score to provide more meaningful
information.

Quick Tools

Tools are located in the upper right area of Student Performance. The tools that are available are
dependent upon your permissions and the selected report.
l

l
l

l

l

Past Year Sections: Administrator only, view student performance from previous courses
and sections for a selected test.
Materials Search: Search for instructional materials.
Curriculum Title: Curriculum managers only, click on a curriculum to view and update the
curriculum properties.
Export: Create Batch-Create PDF Files, Create PDF, and Export to Spreadsheet. The
export options that are available are dependent upon the report that is selected. This feature is
not available for Benchmark Dashboard and Classroom Test Dashboard views.
Print: Create a printer-friendly copy of Student Performance data.

Student List
Student List displays students enrolled in the class indicated in the Course /Section menu and a link
to each student’s profile. Users with the Instructional Manager role who do not have the Student
Detail Viewer role or do not teach students will not be able to view the Student Profile or Student List
tab. You can verify your roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking under Other Roles
and Operations.
Build Report

1. Go to Classrooms > Student Performance.
2. From the Section Chooser, select Region, School, Teacher, and Course/Section from the
menus.
3. Click the Student List tab.
4. Select View by options to view the data by roster, marks or student group.
5. Optional: Click All Students to display past-year students. Currently Enrolled Students is
selected by default.
6. Select the student to view.
n Use the check boxes next to student names and use the Add to Group drop-down to
add them to a new or existing group.
n Click a student’s name to view his/her Student Profile.
Report Features
l

Click a student’s name to view his/her Student Profile.
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l

l

l

l

Sort students based on their responses to a single item. Click the Sort column header to
reorder students based on those responses.
Highlight students in the lowest score group. Select to highlight students who performed
poorly on an assessment. Where at least one student has a score in the lowest score group,
all students within that score group will be considered as low performing students. When no
student scores in the lowest score group, the system will consider ALL of the students with
scores in the score groups that are not proficient as low performing students.
Add to Group Select student(s) to add to a new or existing group plan. Click Go after making
your selections.
Assign Interventions: Select student(s) to view the available interventions and assign to
student(s).

Quick Tools

Tools are located in the upper right area of Student Performance. The tools that are available are
dependent upon your permissions and the selected report.
l

l
l

l

l

Past Year Sections: Administrator only, view student performance from previous courses
and sections for a selected test.
Materials Search: Search for instructional materials.
Curriculum Title: Curriculum managers only, click on a curriculum to view and update the
curriculum properties.
Export: Create Batch-Create PDF Files, Create PDF, and Export to Spreadsheet. The
export options that are available are dependent upon the report that is selected. This feature is
not available for Benchmark Dashboard and Classroom Test Dashboard views.
Print: Create a printer-friendly copy of Student Performance data.

Student Analysis
The Student Analysis section packages the student list (as selected in the Course/Section dropdown, and shown on the Student List page) as a student set that you can use to form or add to a
student group or in an Analysis Spreadsheet. Simply use the Student Group button and
corresponding drop-down to add students into a new or existing group. Analysis Spreadsheet allows
administrators and teachers to specify up to ten columns of filtered data for a student list. Data set
options vary by district, but may include grades, gender, date of birth, ethnicity, absences, tardiness,
standardized assessment scores, etc. The level of information that is available on the report is
dependent upon the role to which you have been assigned. For more information, see Role and
Performance Data.
Note: This tab is not visible for users with the Instructional Manager role who do not have the
Student Detail Viewer role or teach the students in the selected section. Additionally, users with the
View Published Reports operation can view the report, but not publish or edit it. You can verify your
roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking under Other Roles and Operations.
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Build Report

1. Go to Classrooms > Student Performance.
2. From the Section Chooser, select Region, School, Teacher, and Course/Section from the
menus.
3. Click the Student Analysis tab.
4. Click Run Report and select the report type from the menu.
5. Select a category from the menu.
6. Click the title to view the report.
7. Optional: Click All Students to display past-year students. Currently Enrolled Students is
selected by default.
8. Select the student to view.
n Use the check boxes next to student names and use the Add to Group drop-down to
add them to a new or existing group.
n Click a student’s name to view his/her Student Profile.
Build Custom Report

1. Go to Classrooms header and click Student Performance.
2. Click the Student Analysis tab. Reports displayed here will be from the Report Banks of the
current section’s school, region, and district.
3. Click Advanced: Create your own report.
4. You can choose multiple columns for the report from the Analyze By menu (e.g., Attendance,
Benchmark Tests).
5. Click Add this Column after defining your column data to include it in your spreadsheet.
Note: The data displayed is only as current as the most recent data update. For example, if
you select a Days Absent data set -- and the data was last updated two months ago -- the
Classrooms module will display the days absent data as of two months ago.

6. Click Go to Spreadsheet .
7. Select students to include on the report.
8. By clicking Advanced: edit this report, you can add more columns (up to 10 columns total,
follow same steps above) or edit the ones you have.
Report Features
The student detail section allows you to:
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l
l

l

l

l

Click a student’s name to view his/her Student Profile.
Sort students based on their responses to a single item. Click the Sort column header to
reorder students based on those responses.
Highlight students in the lowest score group. Select to highlight students who performed
poorly on an assessment. Where at least one student has a score in the lowest score group, all
students within that score group will be considered as low performing students. When no
student scores in the lowest score group, the system will consider ALL of the students with
scores in the score groups that are not proficient as low performing students.
Add to Group. Select student(s) to add to a new or existing group plan. Click Go after making
your selections. Click Go after making your selections.
Assign Interventions: Select student(s) to view the available interventions and assign to
student(s).

Quick Tools

Tools are located in the upper right area of Student Performance. The tools that are available are
dependent upon your permissions and the selected report.
l

l
l

l

l

Past Year Sections: Administrator only, view student performance from previous courses
and sections for a selected test.
Materials Search: Search for instructional materials.
Curriculum Title: Curriculum managers only, click on a curriculum to view and update the
curriculum properties.
Export: Create Batch-Create PDF Files, Create PDF, and Export to Spreadsheet. The
export options that are available are dependent upon the report that is selected. This feature is
not available for Benchmark Dashboard and Classroom Test Dashboard views.
Print: Create a printer-friendly copy of Student Performance data.

Create a Web Part to Access Student Analysis

States or districts that hide the Classrooms module but want to make a simplified version of the
Student Analysis report available can create a web part with a link to access the report. Follow these
steps.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

As a System Operator, go to the My Schoolnet home page.
Click the Add button.
Select Content Editor, and then click Add.
At the top of the page, click the Edit button.
In the Content Editor box, click the Edits icon.
Enter a Title for the web part.
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7. In the Title Link field, enter the following URL:
https://your schoolnet URL/align/studentanalysisreport.aspx

8. Click Apply.
9. In the Content Editor box, click the icon on the right to edit the text for the Content Editor.
10. Type the appropriate text, and then click Done. Note that you can also enter the URL here
using the Insert/Edit Link icon.
Edit this report

This option allows you to customize your report to include custom column headings and footers that
display on the report.

1. Go to Classrooms header and click Student Performance.
2. Click the Student Analysis tab. Reports displayed here will be from the Report Banks of the
current section’s school, region, and district.
3. Click Advanced: edit this report.
4. Define or edit a custom column or from the Column(s) Selected section, you can edit or
remove columns.
5. Enter a Display Name for the column and select additional column inflormation.
6. When you are done click Add/Update Column.
7. When complete, there are several options available:
l
Go to Spreadsheet to view the report.
l
Export to Excel to export the Analysis Spreadsheet data to Excel.
l Save to My Saved Reportsto save the report parameters.

Intervention Plans
If your school district uses Interventions, the Schoolnet Response to Intervention module, an
Intervention Plans tab will be included in Student Performance. This tab gives you a quick way to view
which of your students have active intervention plans, and in what areas. Depending on your
permissions in Interventions, you may also be able to view a full intervention plan and create new
plans.
Build Report

1. Go to Classrooms > Student Performance.
2. From the Section Chooser, select Region, School, Teacher, and Course/Section from the
menus.
3. Click the Student Performance tab to load the Student Performance area.
4. Click the Interventions Plans tab.
5. Select Eligibility Areas from the menu.
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6. Expand the student with plans section, and click View Plan.
Report Features
l

l

l

l

View the names, start dates, days remaining, and statuses of students in the selected section
who have an active intervention plan.
View for which Eligibility Areas each student is receiving an intervention. These areas include
Reading, Math, Suspensions, Days Absent, and BHS.
View the intervention plans where you are a Team Member. The View Plan button will appear
in the rightmost column for these plans.
Identify the case manager on plans where you are not a Team Member, by clicking the
expand icon by the student name.

Quick Tools

Tools are located in the upper right area of Student Performance. The tools that are available are
dependent upon your permissions and the selected report.
l

l
l

l

l

Past Year Sections: Administrator only, view student performance from previous courses
and sections for a selected test.
Materials Search: Search for instructional materials.
Curriculum Title: Curriculum managers only, click on a curriculum to view and update the
curriculum properties.
Export: Create Batch-Create PDF Files, Create PDF, and Export to Spreadsheet. The
export options that are available are dependent upon the report that is selected. This feature is
not available for Benchmark Dashboard and Classroom Test Dashboard views.
Print: Create a printer-friendly copy of Student Performance data.

Batch-Create PDF
Batch-Create PDF exports student performance data for multiple students, courses/sections, and
report types in one simple process. This report tool is available for many student performance
reports including Item Analysis, Skills Analysis, Standards Mastery, Summary Statistics, Student List,
Student Analysis, and Intervention Plans. Sorting and filtering options are not preserved on the
exported batch file. When setting up report parameters, data may only be generated for the students
you have permission to view. You can verify your roles and operations by clicking My Account and
looking under Other Roles and Operations.
Batch-Create PDF

1.
2.
3.
4.

From one of the Student Performance Report tabs, select Export.
Choose Batch-Create PDF Files.
Confirm the student data set to include on the report.
Select the report parameters.
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5. Select the output configuration including the level of detail and print order.
6. Optional: Preview Batch Print Order.
7. Click Batch to PDF.
Tip: For best results, limit export data to 250 students.

Create PDF
Create PDF exports student performance data to a portable document format (PDF). This tool is
available for any of the reports available within Classrooms > Student Performance including Item
Analysis, Skills Analysis, Standards Mastery, Summary Statistics, Student List, Student Analysis, and
Intervention Plans. All of data parameters, sorting, and filtering options are preserved on the
exported file.
Create PDF

1. Go to Classrooms > Student Performance report.
2. Click on any of the available tabs.
3. Select the report parameters. The information available to select is dependent upon the report
that is selected.
4. Choose test parameters (for test data only). The last test taken by the student is selected by
default.
5. Select Export options, if available. This option is not available for the Benchmark Dashboard
and Classroom Test Dashboard tabs.
6. Choose Create PDF.
7. Optional: By default the file name is the type of report such as Mastery and Item Analysis. You
may want to update the file name to include the test type, subject, test level, test standard set,
test category or test name to make it easier to locate.
8. Choose a location and click Save.
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4: Student Mastery Groupings
You can create a student group across sections if you have access to multiple sections. You can add
students to a group through the Student Group menu or individually select students to add. Only one
Score Group can be added at a time.

1. Students by Score Group area, select any Score Group (using the radio button next to the
Score Group name) to add it to a Student Group.
2. Select the Student Group to which students will be added from the Add to Group drop-down.
3. Click Go.
4. If you are adding students to a previously created Student Group, you can simply click Save to
add the students to the group. (Optionally, you can also make additions or edits to Teacher’s
Notes, Category, etc. )
If you are creating a new Student Group, you will need to:
l Enter a name for the group in the Group Name field.
l Describe the reason for and general purpose of the group in the Teacher’s Notes field.
You can add as much detail as needed—including references to websites, links, lesson
plans, etc.
l Indicate a category for your group, if desired, in the Category field. (This is useful as an
organizing device if you have many Student Groups.)
5. Click Save. When you are ready, you can go back to this group to add students to it.

Create Student Group
You can approach Student Groups in one of two ways:
Create a Student Group without students that you can later edit and add students or identify students
and then add them to a new group or existing group.
New Student Group

1. Go to Classrooms > Student Groups.
2. Click Create New Group. The Add to New Group screen appears, prompting you to name the
group, include notes, and indicate if you want to include section data.
3. Proceed by entering the following:
a. In the Group Name field, enter a name for the group.
b. In the Teacher’s Notes field, describe the reason for and general purpose of the
group. You can add as much detail as needed—including references to websites,
links, lesson plans, etc.
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c. In the Category field, indicate a category for your group, if desired. (This is useful
for organizing many Student Groups.)
d. Use the Strengths, Concerns and Improvement to add commentary in those
areas. Or, click Save and Edit to access options for selecting Grade Range,
Department, Course, and Associated Standards.
4. Click Save. Your group is saved. When you are ready, you can go back to this group to add
students to it.
Existing Student Group:

1. Go to Classrooms > Student Groups.
2. If needed, use a View By option to more readily locate the students you wish to group. The list
of Students sorts accordingly.
3. Click the checkbox next to any student name that you want to add to your new group.
4. After you have selected all desired students, from the Add to Group dropdown menu, select
New Group from the menu and click Go. The Add to New Student Group page appears with
the number of selected students indicated in red at the top of the screen.
5. Proceed by entering the following:
a. In the Group Name field, enter a name for the group.
b. In the Teacher’s Notes field, describe the reason for and general purpose of the
group. Add detail regarding the Strengths, Concerns, and Improvement in
those areas.
c. In the Category field, indicate a category for your group, if desired. (This is useful
as an organizing device if you have many Student Groups.)
6. Click Save.

Edit Student Group
After you have created a student group, you can edit it in any of the following ways:
l

l
l

Edit the Group Detail page to change the group name, category, custom fields (within the
Teacher’s Notes), and associated standards, etc.
Edit the students within the group (remove students from the group).
Edit or remove any Teacher Notes.

Student Group Detail
1. Go to Classrooms > Student Groups.
2. From the list, locate the desired Student Group.
3. Click the Student Group Name.
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You can edit any of the following items:
l

l

l

Student Group Detail: click the Edit button in the right corner of this section to edit the Group
Name, Category, Department, Grade Level, Course, and any Associated Standards. Click
Save to save any changes you make to this area.
Students: click the Edit button in the right corner of this area to remove Students from the
group by using the checkboxes provided. Click Save to save any changes you make to this
area.
Custom Fields: click the name of any field that lives within Teacher’s Notes to edit that
custom field. Use the HTML toolbar to edit your text as needed. Click Save to save any
changes.

Manage Student Group
The Student Groups area of the Classrooms module allows you to place students into definable
groups for differentiated planning, remediation, special events organization, seating arrangements,
or whatever your unique activity or need may be. You can include notes, section data from the
current section, and identify a category for the group.
There are three places where you can build a student group:
l
l
l

From Student Groups under the Classrooms header
From the Standards Mastery tab of Student Performance
From the Student List tab of Student Performance

Note: Privacy and security are a key part of Student Groups: Only you can see the Student Groups
you create.

Student
The first tab in the Classrooms module navigator is students. From here you can review your
classroom student list (for the section you are viewing), sort students by marks and student group,
and link to Student Performance in the Classrooms module.
To sort students:

1. Click any of the View By options to sort students by roster, marks, or student group. The
student list sorts according to the View By option you have selected.
l

l

Roster: lists student alphabetically by last name and reveals related student
information (e.g., phone and birth date).
Marks: sorts students according to the grades they have received. (If the Section
reflects multiple grades this feature is not available.)
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l

Student Groups: sorts students according to any Student Groups they are
associated with. You can also click on any Group Name to view the Student
Group Detail page. See "Manage Student Group" on the previous page for more
details.

2. From the Students tab area you can also:
l

l

Click Analyze Sections to jump directly to the Student Performance area of the
Classrooms module to investigate student performance from there.
Click any Student Name to go to that child’s Student Profile.
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5: Student Workspaces
From Classrooms, Student Workspaces provide teachers and administrators with the ability to view
the workplaces created by their students, as well as current and prior year portfolios. Students create
workspaces with portfolios containing their most valued items as evidence of their work. The Student
Workspaces feature is available to teachers and other users with approved access to a section. In
addition, users with the Manage Instruction operation at the school, region or district institution can
view current and prior sections. You can verify your roles and operations by clicking My Account and
looking under Other Roles and Operations.

Features
Many features area available to quickly locate and access students' workspaces:

1. Section Chooser: For administrators, select the Region (if applicable), School and Teacher.
For all users, select the course section. Choose additional viewing options for the Current or
Past Year's Sections.
2. Dashboard Widgets: View the number on the Portfolio window or Work Items widgets to
choose from a list of the 10 most recent portfolios or work items that are linked to the selected
class. Then, click the portfolio name to view the portfolio details.
3. Sort by options:

Option
Student Name (A
to Z)
Last Updated

Description
Orders the students by last name, first name and
middle name in ascending order.
Orders the students by the most recently updated
work item in a linked portfolio in descending order.

# Linked
Portfolios (High
to Low)

Orders the students by the number of linked
portfolios the students have in descending order.

# Linked
Portfolios (Low to
High)

Orders the students by the number of linked
portfolios in ascending order.

# Linked Work
Items (High to

Orders the students by the number of work items
they have linked to portfolios in descending order.
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Low)
# Linked Work
Items (Low to
High)

Orders the students by the number of work items
they have linked portfolios in ascending order.

4. Popover Menu: Click on the number on the Portfolio and Work Items widgets to choose from
a list of the 10 most recent portfolios or work items that are linked to the selected class. Then,
click the portfolio name to view the portfolio details.
5. One-click access to View all Portfolios created students.
6. Search Workspaces by Name: Enter a full or partial name to dynamically search for students
across all schools, teachers and sections. You may also enter full or partial primary or
secondary student identification numbers.
Note: Most recent date is determined by the last date a portfolio or work item has been
modified or created. This does not include changes to the order of work items.

Tip: Use the Student Workspaces link to return choose another student's workspace.
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6: Adaptive Test Results
The Adaptive Test Results page allows teachers and instructional managers to view reports for
adaptive testing for the current school year. The reported "score" is a measure of the classroom's
ability relative other students at the school. Traditional scores based on the percentage of correctly
answered questions are not used for adaptive tests because adaptive tests can vary in length and
the difficulty of questions administered to each student.
The score range is set by the district or state. Refer to the Performance and Change in
Performance key to see what values are above and below expected performance, and whether the
section has improved it's performance compared to a previous administration.
In the following key, a value above 1.50 indicates better-than-expected performance with a dotted
green underline, and a value below -1.50 indicates worse-than-expected performance with a solid
red underline. The Change in Performance indicators (up and down arrows) appear only when a
previous administration is selected. These indicate whether a section's performance has increased
or decreased since the last selected administration.

The following example shows that the section performed as expected on the latest administration of
the Mathematics 4 Test, and that there has been an increase in performance compared to a
previous administration. The mean score for the section is 0.23. In the student results, Anjuli
performed better than expected on three standards and showed a substantial increase in
performance on standard MA 5.3. Click a student name to see more detail for that student.
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7: Curriculum Manager
Using Schoolnet's Curriculum Management utility, state, and district curriculum managers can
create, copy, edit, upload and publish valuable curricula. If you are provisioned with the manage
curriculum operation, you can manage and organize curricula and share these as best practice
materials with affiliated districts and schools. All material is delivered to a private repository where
curriculum managers can review and update the material before sharing. Once material is complete,
curriculum managers can set the status as active, making it available to all associated districts and
schools. Active material can also be scheduled and mapped to specific courses.
Features

With Curriculum Manager, you can view Curriculum, Curricular Unit, Instructional Unit, Lesson Plan,
Assessment, and Resource materials for your institution, including private drafts. There are several
built-in features to locate and manage materials quickly:
l

l
l
l

l

Toolbar: "Content" on page 58, "Copy" below, "Delete Materials" on page 65, View, "Create
Materials" on page 53, Import Spreadsheet File, and "Import files" on page 52 selected
materials.
Filter Options: Limit the view to the selected criteria.
Sort Options: Organize the materials list.
Paging: Set the number of materials per page and use the controls to quickly move forward
and back through pages.
Material Title: Edit the material title directly from the Curriculum Manager home page.

Filter options

1. Go to Classrooms > Curriculum Manager.
2. Select Show filters. The display includes categories and subcategories along with the
number of items that have been created for each.
3. Choose one or many filtering options from the menu to limit the view to the selected criteria,
including Type, Grades, Draft Status, Subject, Publisher, Created by Me, Date modified,
and Keyword. Grades are listed in the order by which they were imported into the system.
4. Click View Results. A filter status message provides a visual indicator when filtering has been
applied to the display.
5. Select the Sort by option to organize the material by Type, Title, Subject, Date modified,
Grade Range, Publisher, and Draft Status.
Copy

1. Go to Classrooms > Curriculum Manager.
2. Locate the material from the materials page. Click on the row or check box to select the item.
Use the built-in Filter and Sort features to quickly locate materials.
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3. Click Copy.
4. A copy of the selected material is automatically created with (Copy) appended to the title.
Edit Title

1. Click the edit icon or anywhere on the material title.
2. Update title text.
3. Click out of the title area or press Enter to save the new material title.
View Linked Materials

1. Hover over the material title.
2. Click Browse Hierarchy. This option only displays if materials are linked to this item.
3. Click Expand all to view all levels for each linked material or Collapse all to view only the top
level of all linked materials.
4. Click the X or Cancel to close the panel.

Import Curriculum
Using one of the built-in import utilities, curriculum managers can create educational materials and
add these materials to their repository. If users have been provisioned with the manage curriculum
operation, there are two methods that are available to import instructional content. You can verify
your roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking under Other Roles and Operations.
Import from Spreadsheet

Materials can be uploaded from a standard spreadsheet file to create a new curriculum, curricular
unit, instructional unit, lesson plan, assessments, and resources. When importing spreadsheets into
Classrooms, all rows and columns are validated to ensure the material properties meet the required
import specifications.

1. Go to Classrooms > Curriculum Manager.
2. Click Import Spreadsheet File.
3. Choose the material type: curriculum, curricular unit, instructional unit, lesson plan,
assessment, or resource.
4. Select file(s) and click Next. Material titles, descriptions, and author inherit the file names,
dates, and other properties that have been added to the spreadsheet to create the materials.
Content for each material property is encapsulated in quotation marks. Spreadsheet files
must be stored using a Tab-Separated -Values (TSV) file extension and be 30 MB or
less.There are two methods that can be used to import file(s):
l Drag-and-Drop Operation: With the file locations open on your computer, simply drop
the selected file(s) directly on the import container.
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l

Manual Upload: Click to browse to locate the file(s) on your computer. Select and
open each file.

View Sample & Details

"Mathematics""10""11""Pre Calculus - Grades 10-11""This is
curriculum for Pre Calculus for Grades 10-11""State Leadership
Team""State DOE""State DOE""False""False""36""Week"
Note: Example above shows a single curriculum material. Curriculum Manager creates a
new material for every row that is included on a spreadsheet within the maximum file size of
30 MB.

Property

Subject ID

Definition
Use the subjects defined by system settings or standard
document(s).
"Mathematics"
Enter the lowest grade without a leading zero.

Low Grade

"9"
"10"
Enter the highest grade without a leading zero.

High
Grade

"9"
"11"

Title

Enter a title for the material. The title displays on
Curriculum Manager results.
"Pre Calculus - Grades 10-11"
Enter a description to identify the material.

Description
"This is curriculum for Pre Calculus for Grades 10-11"

URL

Populates content when creating Instructional Units,
Lesson Plans, Assessment, and Resource materials using
the URL option.
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"www.A2Zcurriculum.org/"

Author

The person or team accredited with authoring the
materials.
"State Leadership Team"
The person or team with copyrights to the material.

Rights
"Sample State DOE"
Original publisher of the material.
Publisher
"Sample State DOE"
Use to quickly locate the material.
Keywords
"Shakespeare, Chaucer"
Indicates a subscription-based material or material that
has a cost associated with its use.
Cost

"True"
"False"
Indicates usage of the material is restricted to a specific
grade, school, or district.

Restricted

"True"
"False"

Duration

The amount of classroom time to cover the material
content.
"36"
The type of duration.
"Week"

Duration
Type

"Day"
"Hour"
"Minute"
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Standards

The standards aligned to the material. Available for
Instructional Unit, Lesson Plan, Assessment, and
Resources.
"MA.6.1.B, MA.6.1.C, MA.6.1.D"
For resource materials only, used to identify the format of
the resource.
"Video"

SubType

"Audio"
"Image"
"URL"

Tip: Click sample file to download a sample file to your local computer. Each sample file is
customized by material type and includes all of the columns and formatting specifications for
required fields. Use a text editor or select another standard spreadsheet tool to add the
material details to the file. Alternately, click Save File to save the sample file to your local
computer to add the material details at a later time.

5. Click Import.
6. Click Close to return to the main content display. Imported materials are added to the display
as drafts and are organized according to your most recent sort/filter settings. The upload
process performs validation check on each row and column. Only files without validation
errors are uploaded into Classrooms. Use the on-screen messages to identify and fix errors.
Once you have corrected all errors, save your changes and upload a corrected version.
Import files

Materials can be uploaded from a specific file to quickly create a new curriculum, curricular unit,
instructional unit, lesson plan, assessment, and resources.When importing files to Classrooms
header, select one or multiple files to create instructional materials. School districts determine
acceptable files formats.

1. Go to Classrooms > Curriculum Manager.
2. Click Import Files.
3. Use the drop-down menus to make selections for Type, Grade, and Subject. The available
material types include Instructional Unit, Lesson Plan, Assessment, and Resource.
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4. Click Next.
5. Select file(s). Material titles, descriptions,and author inherit the file names, dates, types, and
other pertinent information that were used to create the materials. All standard file formats are
acceptable for importing except EXE, BAT, CFM, VB, VBS, NET, COM, and DLL file formats.
Files must be 30 MB or less. Check with the system administrator at your school district if you
encounter difficulties with importing a specific file type. Choose one or multiple files to create
new material(s). There are two methods that can be used to import files:
l Drag-and-Drop Operation: With the file locations open on your computer, simply drop
the selected file(s) directly on the import container. When using Internet Explorer to
browse to file locations, Drag-and-Drop is not a supported feature. You must manually
select file(s).
l Manual Upload: Click to browse to locate the file on your computer. Select and open
the file.
6. Click Import.
7. Click Close to return to the main content display. Imported materials are added to the display
as drafts and are organized according to your most recent sort/filter settings. The upload
process performs a file-by-file validation check. Files without errors are uploaded and
curricular items are created and added to the main content page. Files that cannot be
validated are not imported. Use the on-screen messages to identify problematic files. Once
you fix all of the issues that are associated with a file, save your changes and upload a
corrected version of each corrected file.

Create Materials
Curriculum managers who have been provisioned with the manage curriculum operation can create
educational materials and quickly add these materials to their repository. Materials that can be
created include curriculum, curricular unit, instructional unit, lesson plan, assessment, and resource.
When creating new materials, the properties that are available are dependent upon the type of
material that is being created. These properties may include custom configurations for each material
type. School districts determine the properties that are useful for their institutions.
Note: You can verify your roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking under Other
Roles and Operations.
Create New Material & Define Properties

1. Go to Classrooms > Curriculum Manager.
2. Click New.
3. Select the material type: Curriculum, Curricular Unit, Instructional Unit, Lesson Plan,
Assessment, or Resource.
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4. Define the material properties (* demotes a required field):

Field

Description

Title*

Enter a descriptive title for the material that will make it
easy to locate later.

Subject*

Choose a subject.

Grade
Range*

Choose a narrow grade range (e.g., 1 to 1) or broad grade
range (e.g., 1 to 12).

Description*

Enter a synopsis of the material. The entered value
displays in the search results.

Duration

Enter the duration of the new materials (e.g., days).

Format

Only appears if the new material is a resource.
This option is available only for the resource material type.
Resources are tagged for student use and have content
defined may be assigned by teachers. A resource can be

For
Students

linked to only one type of content within a File and URL
type. However, more than one template may be used as
the content type. Once a resource has been assigned to
students, it cannot be deleted. The content for an
assigned resource may be changed but the resource
must be linked to content.
l
l

Yes - make the material visible to students.
No - make material only visible to educators.

Note: By default, materials that are not marked for
students are visible only to educators and cannot be
assigned to students.
Author

Indicate the author of the new material.

Publisher

If applicable, enter the name of the publisher (or leave
defaulted to your institution's name).
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Keywords

Associate keywords and phrases to make it easier to
locate the material when searching.

Rights

Enter comments regarding publishing rules for a material.

Additional
Attributes

Select 'Yes' to indicate additional properties for usage.
'No' is selected by default:
l
l

Cost - Requires an additional charge
Restricted - Use of the material is restricted

5. Click Save as Draft to close or Save & Edit to save your work and access additional sections
such as Content, Aligned Standards, Organizers, and Linked Materials.
Tip: Enter optional information to provide additional information to optimize filtering.

Properties
Using the content editor, users who are provisioned with the manage curriculum operation can edit
the properties of one or many materials directly from their materials repository. You can verify your
roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking under Other Roles and Operations. The
components that are available to edit are dependent upon the selected material type.
Define Properties for New Material

1. After creating a new material by selecting a type, you can define the material components.
2. On the properties tab, enter the following information.

Field

Description

Title*

Enter a descriptive title for the material that will make it
easy to locate later.

Subject*

Choose a subject.

Grade
Range*

Choose a narrow grade range (e.g., 1 to 1) or broad grade
range (e.g., 1 to 12).
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Description*

Enter a synopsis of the material. The entered value
displays in the search results.

Duration

Enter the duration of the new materials (e.g., days).

Format

Only appears if the new material is a resource.

For
Students

This option is available only for the resource material type.
Resources are tagged for student use and have content
defined may be assigned by teachers. A resource can be
linked to only one type of content within a File and URL
type. However, more than one template may be used as
the content type. Once a resource has been assigned to
students, it cannot be deleted. The content for an
assigned resource may be changed but the resource
must be linked to content.
l
l

Yes - make the material visible to students.
No - make material only visible to educators.

Note: By default, materials that are not marked for
students are visible only to educators and cannot be
assigned to students.
Author

Indicate the author of the new material.

Publisher

If applicable, enter the name of the publisher (or leave
defaulted to your institution's name).

Keywords

Associate keywords and phrases to make it easier to
locate the material when searching.

Rights

Enter comments regarding publishing rules for a material.

Additional
Attributes

Select 'Yes' to indicate additional properties for usage.
'No' is selected by default:
l
l

Cost - Requires an additional charge
Restricted - Use of the material is restricted

3. Click Save.
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Edit properties for a single material

Curriculum mangers can update the properties for a single material.

1. Go to Classrooms > Curriculum Manager.
2. Locate the material from the materials page. Click on the row or check box to select the item.
Use the built-in filter and sort features to quickly locate materials.
3. Click Edit.
4. Tab through the fields to make the changes. Enter text for Title and Keywords to optimize
filtering capabilities.
5. Select Active or Draft or click Save to update the materials with the changes. Click Cancel to
discard the changes.
Note: Changes to the Content, Aligned Standards, Linked Material, and Organizers can only be
performed when editing a single material.
Edit properties for multiple materials

Curriculum managers can make bulk changes to material properties. When editing multiple
materials, only properties that are common to all of the selected material types can be edited.

1. Go to Classrooms > Curriculum Manager.
2. Locate the materials from the materials page. Click on the rows or check boxes to select
items. Use the built-in filter and sort features to quickly locate materials.
3. Click Edit.
4. Enter changes. You can update the information that has been entered, select and remove
attributes, and remove properties. These changes apply to all selected materials. If no change
is entered into a field, the existing value is retained for each material and no change is made.
When making edits to multiple materials, select the adjacent check box(es) to revert the field
(s) to blanks.
5. Select a status (Draft or Active), and click Save. Click Cancel to discard the changes.
Tip: Enter optional information to provide additional information to optimize filtering.
Resources for Students

An additional feature includes the ability for curriculum managers to make active resources available
for teachers to assign to their students. After selecting For Students on the property tab, content
must also be linked to a resource material in order to make it assignable from the Instructional
Materials Results or Materials Details pages. Once a resource has been assigned to students, it
cannot be deleted. Linked content for an assigned resource may be changed but the resource must
include content.
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Content
Curriculum managers can edit the content for an instructional unit, lesson plan, assessment, or
resource directly from their materials repository. Using the content editor, curriculum managers who
are provisioned with the manage curriculum operation can select one type of content to link to the
material. Choose a single attachment, Uniform Resource Locator (URL), complete one or more
templates, or use the built-in text editor (with included spell checker) to create content.
Define Content

1. After defining properties, you can create content.
2. Select the Content tab.
3. Choose the option that will be used to access the content. The options include Template,
Attachment, or URL. You can add template text, multiple attachments, and a URL to a
material.

Field

Description
Choose the Template option and select an available
template that has been created by your school district.
Next, enter the content:
l

Template

l

Copy and paste information that has been created
in other applications. When pasting content, the
original formatting is retained for tables, margins,
fonts, alignments, special characters, fill and line
attributes.
Use the built-in text editor insert equations, images,
special characters, tables, and media.

Choose the Attachment option to add a file. There are two
methods that can be used to attach files:
l

Attachment
l

Drag-and-Drop Operation: Locate the file on your
computer and drop it directly on the import
container.
Manual Upload: Click to browse to locate the file on
your computer. Select and open the file.

Note: All standard file formats are acceptable except
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EXE, BAT, CFM, VB, VBS, NET, COM, and DLL files.
Files must be 30 MB or less. Check with the system
administrator at your school district if you encounter
difficulties with attaching a specific file type.
Enter the URL where the content can be found.
URL

Tip: Use Test link to be sure that you have entered a
valid web address.

4. Select a status (Draft or Active), and click Save. Click Cancel to discard the changes.
1. Go to Classrooms > Curriculum Manager.
2. Locate the material from the materials page. Click on the row or check box to select the item.
Use the built-in Filter and Sort features to quickly locate materials.
3. Click Edit.
4. Select the Content tab.
5. Choose the option that will be used to access the content. The options include Template,
Attachment, and URL.

Field

Description
Choose the Template option and select an available
template that has been created by your school district.
Next, enter content:
l

Template

l

Copy and paste information that has been created
in other applications. When pasting content, the
original formatting is retained for tables, margins,
fonts, alignments, special characters, fill and line
attributes.
Use the built-in text editor to insert equations,
images, special characters,tables, and media.

Attachment Choose the Attachment option to add a file. There are two
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methods that can be used to attach files:
l

l

Drag-and-Drop Operation: Locate the file on your
computer and drop it directly on the import
container.
Manual Upload: Click to browse to locate the file on
your computer. Select and open the file.

Note: All standard file formats are acceptable except
EXE, BAT, CFM, VB, VBS, NET, COM, and DLL files.
Files must be 30 MB or less. Check with the system
administrator at your school district if you encounter
difficulties with attaching a specific file type.
Enter the URL where the content can be found.
URL

Tip: Use Test link to be sure that you have entered a
valid web address.

6. Select a status (Draft or Active), and click Save. Click Cancel to discard the changes.
Resources for Students

An additional feature includes the ability for curriculum managers to make active resources available
for teachers to assign to their students. After selecting For Students on the property tab, content
must also be linked to a resource material in order to make it assignable from the Instructional
Materials Results or Materials Details pages. Once a resource has been assigned to students, it
cannot be deleted. While linked content for an assigned resource may change, a resource material
must include content.

Organizers
Organizers are additional options that can be used to categorize materials. For example, Bloom's
Taxonomy or Teaching Methods are examples of organizers that may be available at your school
district. School districts determine the categories and providers that are applicable for their schools.
While organizers are optional, adding this information provides another method to efficiently locate
materials. Curriculum managers can easily make edits to content organizers if they are provisioned
with the manager curriculum operation.
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Note: You can verify your roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking under Other
Roles and Operations.
Define Organizers

1. After linking materials, you can define organizers to a material.
2. Click the Organizers tab.
3. Use the drop-down menu to select a category. All of the organizers that are associated with
the selected category display.
4. Select the check box(es) next to the organizer(s) or clear previously selections.
5. Repeat steps 5-6 to add additional organizers to the selected material, as appropriate.
6. Select a status (Draft or Active), and click Save. Click Cancel to discard the changes.
1. Go to Classrooms > Curriculum Manager.
2. Locate the material from the materials page. Click on the row or check box to select the item.
Use the built-in Filter and Sort features to quickly locate materials.
3. Click Edit.
4. Click the Organizers tab.
5. Use the drop-down menu to select a category. All of the organizers that are associated with
the selected category display.
6. Select the check box(es) next to the organizer(s) or clear previously selections.
7. Repeat steps 5-6 to add additional organizers to the selected material, as appropriate.
8. Select a status (Draft or Active), and click Save. Click Cancel to discard the changes.

Linked Materials
Curriculum managers who have been provisioned with the manage curriculum operation can easily
link, manage and organize the instructional materials that are available in the district/local bank. For
school districts that have subscribed to other content providers, curriculum managers can also link
and organize materials from other repositories such as Discovery Education and SAS Curriculum.
Define Linked Materials

1. After defining aligned standards, you can link other materials to it.
2. Locate a material, click the Linked Materials tab.
3. Select an available material. The screen automatically populates with the available linked
materials based on the subject and grade range for this material. The available materials for
linking are dependent upon the material type being created:
l curriculum—curricular unit, assessment and resource
l curricular unit—instructional unit, assessment, and resource
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instructional unit—lesson plan, assessment, and resource
l lesson plan—assessment and resource
l assessment—assessment
l external resources
Optional: Select the content provider such as SAS or Discovery available for school districts
that subscribe to multiple external content providers.
Optional:If there are no linked materials available the search option will display. Select the
Subject, the Grade, and enter a Keyword.
Click Search.
Hover over a material title in the Available area to the preview material and click Link to add
one or more to add the items to the linked column. You can also select Remove to delete the
association. Delete only removes the association to the selected material and will not remove
it from your materials bank. All selections are automatically linked to the material.
To search for and link additional materials, click Search Again and repeat Steps 5-10.
Select a Status (Draft or Active), and click Save to return to the main materials page. Active
materials are available to all associated districts and schools. Click Cancel to discard the
changes.
Click Save.
l

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

1. Go to Classrooms > Curriculum Manager.
2. Click New.
3. Complete the required materials properties: Material Type, Title, Subject, Grade Range,
and Description.
4. Optional: To make the material easier to locate, use the scroll bar and enter additional
properties. Enter text for Title and Keywords to optimize filtering capabilities.
5. Click Save as Draft or Save & Edit. When you initially create a new material, use Save and
Edit to save your work, and then continue adding properties to the material.
6. Click the Linked Materials tab.
7. Select an available material. The screen automatically populates with the available linked
materials based on the subject and grade range for this material. The available materials for
linking are dependent upon the material type being created:
l curriculum—curricular unit, assessment and resource
l curricular unit—instructional unit, assessment, and resource
l instructional unit—lesson plan, assessment, and resource
l lesson plan—assessment and resource
l assessment—assessment
l external resources
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8. Optional: Select the content provider such as SAS or Discovery available for school districts
that subscribe to multiple external content providers.
9. Optional:If there are no linked materials available the search option will display. Select the
Subject, the Grade, and enter a Keyword.
10. Click Search.
11. Hover over a material title in the Available area to the preview material and click Link to add
one or more to add the items to the linked column. You can also select Remove to delete the
association. Delete only removes the association to the selected material and will not remove
it from your materials bank. All selections are automatically linked to the material.
12. To search for and link additional materials, click Search Again and repeat Steps 5-10.
13. Select a Status (Draft or Active), and click Save to return to the main materials page. Active
materials are available to all associated districts and schools. Click Cancel to discard the
changes.
14. Click Save.
1. Go to Classrooms header and click Curriculum Manager.
2. Locate the material from the materials page. Click on the row or check box to select the item.
Use the built-in Filter and Sort features to quickly locate materials.
3. Click Edit.
4. Click the Linked Materials tab.
5. Select an available material. The available materials for linking are dependent upon the
material type being edited:
l curriculum—curricular unit, assessment, and resource
l curricular unit—instructional unit, assessment, and resource
l instructional unit—lesson plan, assessment, and resource
l lesson plan—assessment, resource
l assessment—assessment
l external resources
The screen automatically populates with the available linked materials based on the subject
and grade range for this material.

6. Optional: Select the content provider such as SAS or Discovery available for school districts
that subscribe to multiple external content providers.
7. Optional: If there are no linked materials available the search option displays. Select the
Subject, the Grade, and enter a Keyword.
8. Click Search.
9. Hover over a material title in the Available section to preview the material and click Link to
add one or more items to the linked column. You can also select Remove to delete the
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association. Delete only removes the association to the selected material and will not remove
it from your materials bank. All selections are automatically linked to the material.
10. To search for and link additional materials, click Search Again and repeat Steps 5-10.
11. Select a Status (Draft or Active), and click Save to return to the main materials page. Active
materials are available to all associated districts and schools. Click Cancel to discard the
changes.

Aligned Standards
Curriculum managers can easily find and select standard sets, standard documents, and standards
and align them to instructional materials directly from their materials repository. You can verify your
roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking under Other Roles and Operations.
Define Aligned Standards

1.
2.
3.
4.

After defining materials properties, you can associate standards to it.
Click the Aligned Standards tab.
Use the drop-down menus to select a Subject and Grade for the standard.
Use Expand All to view all or click the + icon to view the standards, conveniently grouped by
standard documents. Hover over a standard to view its full text.
5. Select one or more check boxes to align the material to the standards. All selections are
automatically linked to the material. Click on the standard name to select all of the
substandards that are associated with the standard. If you need to remove a standard, click on
the trash can icon next to the standard. When removing, the selection is only removed for the
selected standard and does not affect any standards that are associated with it.
6. Optional: Select a Status (Draft or Active). Draft is set by default.
7. Click Save to return to the main materials page. Active materials are available to all
associated districts and schools. Click Cancel to discard the changes.
1. Go to Classrooms > Curriculum Manager.
2. Locate the material from the materials page. Click on the row or check box to select the item.
Use the built-in Filter and Sort features to quickly locate materials.
3. Click Edit.
4. Click the Aligned Standards tab.
5. Use the drop-down menus to select a Subject and Grade for the standard.
6. Use Expand All to view all or click the + icon to view the standards, conveniently grouped by
standard documents. Hover over a standard to view its full text.
7. Select one or more check boxes to align the material to the standards. All selections are
automatically linked to the material. Click on the standard name to select all of the
substandards that are associated with the standard. If you need to remove a standard, click on
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the trash can icon next to the standard. When removing, the selection is only removed for the
selected standard and does not affect any standards that are associated with it.
8. Optional: Select a Status (Draft or Active). Draft is set by default.
9. Click Save to return to the main materials page. Active materials are available to all
associated districts and schools. Click Cancel to discard the changes.
Note: Materials may only be edited by curriculum managers (with the manage curriculum
operation) from the originating institution. This option will not be available for material that was
created by another institution.

Delete Materials
Curriculum managers who are provisioned with the manage curriculum operation can delete one or
more curricular materials from their repository. However, draft material that has been created by
another institution or resource materials that have been assigned to students cannot be deleted.
Note: You can verify your roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking under Other
Roles and Operations.

1. Go to Classrooms > Curriculum Manager.
2. Locate the material from the materials page. Click on the row(s) or check box(es) to select
item(s).
3. Click Delete to permanently remove materials from your repository. Remove content from the
material. This option is not available for resource materials that have been assigned to
students.
4. Click OK to delete the item or Cancel to discard the delete action and return to the main
materials page.
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8: Schedule Curriculum
From Classrooms, the Schedule Curriculum sub navigation permits district curriculum
administrators to schedule curriculum and its components, including curricular unit, instructional unit
and lesson plan. The scheduling of curriculum components can only be performed once they are
linked to a curriculum. This tool permits scheduling onto calendars for teachers in their school
districts who are assigned to the courses/subjects mapped to the curricula. Scheduling curriculum
includes curricula that has been created by a single-district or the state as a multiple-district solution.
l

l

l

l

l

For state-wide multi-district solutions, state-created curriculum is available to school districts
across the state.
District administrators using a state-wide school district solution can map state-created
curriculum and district-created curriculum to courses in their school district.
District administrators in a multi-district solution can map district-created curriculum to courses
in their school district.
District administrators schedule curriculum on the calendars for teachers who are associated
with the courses to which the curriculum is mapped.
Teachers associated with the mapped courses view the curriculum on their Lesson Planner
calendar.

Tip: By default, this area displays the calendar in year view. To view scheduling by month, drill
down into a set of scheduled curricula until the green instructional units are visible. Doing this
automatically changes the calendar to month view.
There are several key features on the Schedule Curriculum main page.

1. Search: To search among the available curricula, use the search tools to refine by keyword,
grade, and/or subject. The Keyword box searches the titles of curricula, not individual
curricular units.
2. Curriculum list: A complete list of sets of curricular units, organized by course. Click the
arrow on the bottom to scroll down to see more.
3. School year calendar: Shows the complete school year for planning purposes. Non school
days are shaded dark gray.
4. Recycle icon: The green recycle icon indicates that a curriculum had been scheduled from
the previous school year.
5. Unschedule curriculum: Place your cursor on the calendar over the curriculum you would like
to unschedule. The days that curriculum covers will be shaded dark orange, and an “x”
appears on the last scheduled day. Click the “x” to remove the curriculum from the calendar. If
there are curricula scheduled after the one that is being removed, a prompt displays asking
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whether they should be moved up or remain on the same dates.

6. Unschedule all: On the sidebar under the curriculum name to remove all curricula for a
selected course.
7. Curriculum details: Click the name of a curriculum on the sidebar to view a popup with the
unit’s properties, content, and linked materials (instructional units and lesson plans).
8. Curriculum hierarchy: Click to expand the instructional units contained within the curricular
unit. Expanding curriculum to view Instructional Units changes the calendar to month view and
displays instructional unit detail. Instructional Units may be moved, duration changes, and
removed from the monthly calendar view.
9. Instructional unit details: Click the name of an instructional unit from the expanded sidebar to
view the instructional unit’s properties.

Publish Curriculum
Locate the curriculum from Available Curriculum or use search to filter the list. District administrators
publish curriculum on teachers' Lesson Planners for courses that have been mapped to the
curriculum.
Note: For school districts that are a part of a state-wide implementation, state-created curriculum is
only published to the districts' calendars for school districts with courses that are mapped to the
curriculum.

1. Go to Classrooms > Schedule Curriculum.
2. Click the status (Scheduled, Unscheduled, Published) next to the curriculum you would like to
schedule in the left panel. You may also click on the curriculum name to view details.
3. Optional: Check Include all materials when scheduling to include all aligned Instructional
Units and Lesson Plans on teachers' lesson planners.
4. Optional: Update the order of the components that are linked to district-created curriculum
before publishing to the district calendar. To change the order, select a material and drag it to
another position within the listed components. This option is not available when scheduling
state-created curriculum.
5. Drag the curriculum you would like to schedule onto the calendar day you would like it to
begin. To move it, simply drag the icon to a new location.
6. Optional: To lengthen or shorten the unit, click and drag the solid gray bars at the beginning or
end of the orange curricular block. A message displays notifying you shortening the duration
will reduce the span of embedded materials.
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7. Click Publish or Update. A message will display saying the publish or update is running as a
background task, and you are welcome to continue using other pages. This message and a
message in the top notification area of Schoolnet will notify you when the schedule or update
has completed. All teachers who are assigned to the applicable course will now have the
option in the Alerts section of their Lesson Planner to accept this new schedule on their
calendar. If a curriculum is being reused from a previous year it will display the recycle icon.
Clicking on Schedule will add it to the calendar just as it was in previous years (however,
minor date changes are required). Adjust the curriculum as needed and click Publish.

View Curriculum
From Instructional Materials, there are two ways to locate and view a Curriculum.

1. Go to Classrooms > Instructional Materials.
2. After performing a search, click the Curriculum tab to view curriculum individually or by
course.
3. Hover over Classrooms and click Schedule Curriculum. Users with Curriculum Manager
permissions will see the Schedule Curriculum header. A list of available curriculum is located
on the left-hand side.
Once you have located the curriculum you would like to view, click the name to view the curriculum
detail.

Course
Classrooms provides the ability access course details directly from Instructional Materials using the
Find Courses feature. Click on course name to access the details page. For single-district and multidistrict solutions including state-wide implementations, the results includes all state-created and/or
district-created curriculum that have been mapped to courses at the school district. Course details
includes two tabs to provide additional information and options to manage courses:

1. Scope and Sequence includes listing of a curricular unit materials that are mapped to a
course including the duration and schedule. From here, you may:
l Map and remove curriculum to courses. Choose curriculum to search or map a one or
more curriculum to a course or remove existing mappings. See "Map Course to
Curriculum" on the next page for additional information.
l View Curriculum - access curriculum details page.
l View all of the instructional unit materials that are associated with a curricular unit. Click
on the Curriculum Unit title.
l View instructional unit details. Click on the instructional unit title to view the details.
2. Current Year Selections tab provides a listing of sections, school(s) and teacher(s) that are
associated to a course for the current year.
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Note: For state administrators, the results provide a listing of the all courses that have been
implemented in all school districts across the state including the total number of sections. The data
provided in the Curriculum in Use column is not available for state administrators.

Map Course to Curriculum
Whether using single-district and multi-district solution including state-wide implementations, the
available courses to map to state- or district-created curriculum are limited to courses and sections
that are available in your district. District administrators and teachers can map courses to published
curriculum. Search results provides two methods for mapping courses to published curriculum:
Curriculum Search Results
Whether using single-district and multi-district solution including state-wide implementations, the
available courses to map to state- or district-created curriculum are limited to courses and sections
that are available in your district.

1. Locate the curriculum and click the title to view the details.
2. Click the Course Mapping tab, and click Create New Mapping.
3. Select one or more courses to associate with the curriculum:
l Grade Range: Choose the grade range for which the course is taught.
l Departments Choose the department for which the course is taught.
l Keyword: Enter one or more defining words (e.g., geology)
4. Click Search. The search results include all courses that meet your search criteria , listed in
alphabetical order by name (regardless of subject), along with the corresponding course ID,
grade range, department, number of sections, and curriculum in use (if applicable).
5. In the Select row, indicate any courses you want to associate with the curriculum.
6. Click Create Mappings.
Course Search Results
Whether using single-district and multi-district solution including state-wide implementations, the
available courses to map to state- or district-created curriculum are limited to courses and sections
that are available in your district.

1. Locate the course and click the title to view the details.
2. Click the Choose curriculum.
3. Select one or more courses to associate with the curriculum:
l Grade Range: Choose the grade range for which the course is taught.
l Subjects Choose the subject for which the course is taught.
l Keyword: Enter one or more defining words (e.g., geology)
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4. Click Search. The search results include all courses that meet your search criteria , listed in
alphabetical order by name (regardless of subject), along with the corresponding course ID,
grade range, department, number of sections, and curriculum in use (if applicable).
5. In the Select row, indicate any courses you want to associate with the curriculum.
6. Click Map to Course.
Note: For state administrators, the results provide a listing of the all courses that have been
implemented in all school districts across the state including the total number of sections. The data
provided in the Curriculum in Use column is not available for state administrators.

Curriculum
From either Search Results, Schedule Curriculum, or Lesson Planner, click the curriculum title to
view the details for a curriculum that has been created by a school district or state, if applicable. The
detail view includes,
l

Overview: A summary of the curriculum component.

l

Scope and Sequence: Details for a curricular unit within a given curriculum.

l

l

l

l

Assessments and Resources: Materials classified as assessments or resources that have
been linked to this curriculum.
Standards: Aligned standards and a links to see a complete inventory of instructional
materials aligned to the standard.
Course Mappings: All courses (and related IDs, departments, grade ranges, sections)
mapped to the curriculum.
n Create a new mapping to map the curriculum to a course(s), located in both the
Overview and Course Mappings tabs.
Properties: Curriculum properties (e.g., title, grade range, description, author, publisher, cost,
ID, restricted use, etc.).
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9: Instructional Materials
Instructional materials home page provides administrators and teachers the ability to perform
several search options. The features and available options are dependent on the type of search that
is performed. From the instructional materials home page, choose Materials, Standards, Curricular
Materials, or Courses searches. You can also select from a dropdown to create a new Lesson Plan,
Assessment, Instructional Unit, or Resource.
Note: You can verify your roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking under Other
Roles and Operations.
Search Instructional Materials

1. Go to Classrooms > Instructional Materials.
2. Choose Materials Search.
3. Standards Document - This option is only available after a Standards search has been
selected. Choose a standards document to refine your search results to materials related to
the selected standards document framework. By default, all tiers associated to the selected
standard documents will be included in the search. If no selection is made the search will be
based on the first value in the list.
4. Subject - Select a subject to refine your search results to materials related to this specific
subject. This field will default to the subjects that you teach.
5. Grade - Select a grade to refine your search results to materials related to the selected grade.
This field will default with the grade(s) that you teach.
6. Materials - Select Materials, Standards, Curricular Materials, or Courses to refine search
results by the selected type. By default, Materials is selected.
l

Materials - Find instructional materials to generate a list of district materials matching
the previously entered criteria display by title with result counts listed in parentheses on
tabs and filters. For school districts that subscribe to other content providers, the results
page can also be configured to display results from other repositories such as
Discovery Education and SAS ® Curriculum Pathways. Result counts are listed in
parentheses next to most filter options. These numbers automatically update as filters
are added or removed. Materials results also provides one-click access to tasks the
following tasks:

Task

Description
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Go to My
Materials

Click to view search results from only the materials you
have personally created or saved.Pending Materials:
Click to approve materials that have been submitted for
approval. This option is available to users with
permissions to review and approve materials for their
school or district.

Pending
Materials

For materials reviews, access materials that have been
submitted for approval.

Preview

View summary of information on the material including
links to access web pages and attachments.

Save

Save the material to your personal materials bank.

Schedule

Open schedule options. Choose the calendar and date
to schedule the material, then click either Save and Go
to Planner or Save and Close. Repeat this process to
schedule the material for multiple days. To access
additional tools: Click the material name to open a page
with material details and additional tools for applicable
materials.

Edit

Make changes to the materials that you created.

Standards - Find standards and view linked materials. Search by Keyword or Standard
ID to quickly locate materials associated with a selected standard. Enter a search value
(may contain letters, numbers, and dot notations) and up to 15 matching search results
display immediately in the drop-down. Select a value and the search is automatically
executed, or click Search to search on the specific term entered. Curriculum managers
can also schedule standards coverage, Add Standard, and Map Standards. Click on
any standard to view Standards Details.
l Curriculum - Find curriculum that has been pushed throughout the school district.
Results include the Title, Grade Range, Subject and Course Count. For more
information, see "Curriculum" on page 70.
l Courses - Find courses. For more information, see "Map Course to Curriculum" on
page 69.
7. Type Keywords and click Search. A materials search is performed on Title, Description,
Keywords, Publisher, Author, and Custom Fields matching the criteria. Where available,
l
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materials' ratings appear next to them in the search results. Use the following tips to create
effective searches:
l Multiple Keywords: Place each term in quotation marks to search for the exact terms or
place the entire phrase in quotation marks to search for materials matching any of the
terms.
l All results: Leave the search field blank and click Search to return all results for the
grade(s) and subject(s) selected.
l Other Content Providers: For school districts that subscribe to other content
providers,click Search to display results from other repositories such as Discovery
Education and SAS Curriculum Pathways.
8. Optional for teachers: Select a Section from the menu. Using this option updates the
suggested materials display with materials that align to standards that were most recently
assessed on a test administered to the selected section. This option does not impact the ability
to search for additional materials.
Create New Material

1. Go to Classrooms > Instructional Materials.
2. From the Create dropdown to the right of the Materials Search box, click on the Lesson Plan
button to create a Lesson Plan, or click on the drop down arrow to create another material
type (Instructional Unit, Resource, or Assessment).
3. You are taken to the Create Material page.

Search Results
Instructional materials search results page automatically displays up-to-date results after performing
a search. The information displayed depends on the type of search that was conducted (Materials,
Standards, Curriculum, or Courses) and includes built-in filters and sort options that are relevant for
each type of search. Result counts are listed in parentheses next to the applicable information. Click
on a count and update the results to display the selected items. Select a specific page number, one
page at a time, or move 10 pages forward/back to quickly page through multiple results. If a material
has linked materials, you can see how many linked materials it has in a circle next to the material.
To find results:

1. Standards Document - This option is only available for Standards search results. Select a
standards document to refine your search results to materials related to the selected
standards document framework. By default, all tiers associated to the selected standard
documents will be included in the search. If no selection is made the search will be based on
the first value in the list.
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2. Multiple Subjects - Select one or more subjects to refine your search results to materials
related to this specific subject. This field will default to the subjects that you teach.
3. Multiple Grades - Select one or more grades to refine your search results to materials related
to the selected grade. This field will default with the grade(s) that you teach.
4. Find the type of search to perform:
l Materials - Find instructional materials to generate a list of district materials matching
the previously entered criteria display by title with result counts listed in parentheses on
tabs and filters. For school districts that subscribe to other content providers, the results
page can also be configured to display results from other repositories such as
Discovery Education and SAS ® Curriculum Pathways. These numbers automatically
update as filters are added or removed. Materials results also provides one-click access
to the following material tasks:

Task

Description

Go to My
Materials

Click to view search results from only the materials you have
personally created or saved. In addition to viewing materials
you created or saved, you can select to create new materials
from a dropdown on this page.

Pending
Materials

Access materials that have been submitted for approval.
Click to approve or return materials that have been
submitted for approval.
Note: This option is only available to users with permissions
to review and approve materials for their school or district
View summary of information on the material including links
to access web pages and attachments.

Preview

Tip: Teachers assign a resource or external resource that
has been previously designated For Students directly from
the preview window.

Assigned
by Me

Provides at-a-glance view of resources and external
resources from other content providers that have been
assigned by teachers to their students.

Assign

Assign a resource and external resources from other content
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providers to students for one or more classes and include
instructions or comments. This option is only available for
teachers who have been assigned sections and includes the
ability to assign resources from their personal, public, and
other content provider materials banks. Materials that are
pending approval can also be assigned to students.
Note: Resources without content cannot be assigned by
teachers to their students.
Save /
Saved

Add material to My Materials or indicates material has been
added to My Materials.

Schedule

Open schedule options. Choose the calendar and date to
schedule the material, then click either Save and Go to
Planner or Save and Close. Repeat this process to schedule
the material for multiple days. To access additional tools:
Click the material name to open a page with material details
and additional tools for applicable materials.

Edit

Make changes to the materials that you created or a copy of
an existing material. This option is not available for materials
from other content providers.

Note: On the material search results page, each material resource that has been rated
shows its average rating. Depending on the type of material, the total number of reviewers
may also be visible, and hovering over an average rating may cause a simple breakdown of
its ratings to appear. For materials the user personally has rated, the user's own rating (My
Rating) will also appear in search results for Schoolnet materials. If a material has not been
rated, the ratings stars appear empty. If the ratings feature has been disabled for a material,
no ratings stars appear. Ratings are individual. One user cannot edit another user's rating,
and one customer site cannot update another site. The rating feature is available for Lesson
Plans, Instructional Units, Assessments, and Resources. It is not available for Curricular
Units or Curriculum.

l

Standards - View materials from the District/Local bank as well as materials from other
content providers. Curriculum managers can also Schedule Standards Covers, Add
Standard and Map Standards. Click on any standard, to view the Standards Details.
Click on a number to display a listing of all the materials that are aligned to a standard.
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For school districts that subscribe to other content providers, use the tab to view a listing
for each provider.
Note: Curriculum managers who have been provisioned with the manage curriculum
operation can Add Standard, Map Standards , edit and remove standards for their
institution. You can verify your roles and operations by clicking My Account and
looking under Other Roles and Operations.

Curriculum - Find state- or district-created curriculum that has been published to the
school district.
l Courses - Find courses that are available at the school district.
2. Type keyword(s).
3. Optional: Select filtering options to limit the display. The left panel includes several filtering
options to limit the list of search results. The available options are dependent upon the type of
search that is performed.
4. Click Search.
l

To sort results:

1. Select the sorting criteria from the Sorted by menu. Sorting is only available for materials and
standards search results. The sorting options are dependent upon the search that is
performed.
2. Choose sorting options:
l District/Local materials: Choose Ratings, Relevance, Institution Bank, Title, Author,
and Publisher.
l Standards: Choose sort options to view materials by Subject, ID, Title, and Grade.
l Other repositories: Choose Relevance and Title.
3. Upon making your selection, the screen automatically refreshes with the information sorted by
the selected value.
4. Click Next to quickly page through multiple results.
To filter search results:

Choose from the available options to relevant filter the list of results. The built-in material counts
update with each selection to provide at-a-glance view of materials matching the selected filter. The
available filter options are dependent upon the type of search that is performed.

Option

Description
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Reset Filters

Select and clear filter criteria to further refine search results.
You can also clear all filters to start a new search.
Choose one or many material types:
l
l

Material
Types

l
l
l

curricular unit
instructional unit
lesson plan
assessment
resource

Note: This option is only available for materials results.
Choose an average rating to view materials with that average
rating or higher.
l
l

l

Average
Rating

l

l

l

l

All: shows all materials, regardless of average rating.
5 stars: shows all materials with an average rating of 5
stars.
4 stars and up: shows all materials with an average
rating of 4 stars or higher.
3 stars and up: shows all materials with an average
rating of 3 stars or higher.
2 stars and up: shows all materials with an average
rating of 2 stars or higher.
1 star and up: shows all materials with an average
rating of 1 star or higher.
No rating: shows all materials that have not been rated.

Note: This option is only available for materials results.
View material results for resources by the intended target
audience.
l

Intended
Audience

l

For Educators - results include resources that are only
available to teachers
For Students - results include resources that are only
available to students

Tip: When searching for materials to assign to students,
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select Resources and For Students to quickly locate
materials that are ready to assign to your students.

Note: This option is only available for materials results.
Select the publisher of the material.
Publisher

Institutions

Note: This option is only available for materials and
curriculum results.
Select the filters for an entire district or state. For state-created
curriculum, teachers and administrators can view only
curriculum that has been scheduled by a district. Districtcreated materials that have been promoted to the state
materials bank are available to all school districts within the
state institution. All District materials are those that have been
promoted to the all-district materials bank and are available to
all school districts within the state institution without needing
state approval first.
To search on All Districts, go to System > General Settings
> Config, select Schoolnet.Applications.Align and set
'MaterialsSharedAcrossDistrictsEnabled' to True.
Note: This option is only available for materials and
curriculum results.

Departments

Only available for course results.
Click the tab to view material results for another content
provider.

Material
Providers

Standard
Tier

Note: This option is available to school districts that have
subscribed to other content providers such as Discovery
Education and SAS Curriculum Pathways.
Displays only on selection of Standards search. The tiers
associated to the selected Standards document become
available for selection. Select one or more tiers to filter your
search results.

Advanced Search This option is only available for materials from District/Local repositories.
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Material
Filters

Cost

Description
Some materials may require a fee for access. Select Yes to
view only materials that have associated cost, or No to view
only materials that do not.
This filter is SAS ® Curriculum Pathways.

Restricted
Use

The use of some materials is restricted. Select Yes to view
only restricted materials, or No to view only materials that do
not.

Resource
Formats

When no boxes are checked, all resource format types will
display. Checking a box or multiple boxes will make only those
resource formats display. Search results will retrieve both
internal and external resources.

Teaching
Methods

When no boxes are checked, all teaching method types will
display. Checking a box or multiple boxes will make only those
teaching methods display.

Grouping

When no boxes are checked, all grouping types will display.
Checking a box or multiple boxes will make only those
groupings display.

Assessment

When no boxes are checked, all assessment types will
display. Checking a box or multiple boxes will make only those
assessment types display.

Student
Groupings

When no boxes are checked, all student groupings will
display. Checking a box or multiple boxes will make only those
student groupings display.

Bloom’s
Taxonomy of
Cognitive
Objectives

When no boxes are checked, all Bloom’s levels will display.
Checking a box or multiple boxes will make only those Bloom’s
levels display.

Gardner’s
Multiple
Intelligences:
Learning
Styles

When no boxes are checked, all Gardener’s Styles will display.
Checking a box or multiple boxes will make only those
Gardner’s Styles display.

Lesson

When no boxes are checked, all lesson beneficiary categories
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Beneficiaries

will display. Checking a box or multiple boxes will make only
those lesson beneficiary categories display.

Instructional
Strategies

When no boxes are checked, all instructional strategy types
will display. Checking a box or multiple boxes will make only
those instructional strategies display.

SIOP - ESL

When no boxes are checked, all SIOP-ESL tags will display.
Checking a box or multiple boxes will make only those SIOPESL tags display. SIOP is an acronym for Sheltered Instruction
Observation Protocol.

Material Detail
Classrooms provides one-click access directly from My Materials and Search Results to view up-todate material details, including the material type, title, subject, grade, organizers, ratings,
description, and other available information for a selected material. From the detail view, you can
access additional properties that have been linked to materials, including web pages and
attachments, and you can perform tasks for all materials that are included in the school district's
materials banks.
Note: Depending upon the rights and composition of the material, some tasks may not be available.
To access material details

Go to Classrooms > Instructional Materials or Lesson Planner:
l
l
l

From Instructional Materials, Search Results or My Materials, click the material title.
From the preview, click View Material Details.
From the Lesson Planner, click on the material title, then click View Material Details.

Material properties

Property

Description
Indicates the intended target audience:

For
Student
For
Educators

l

l

For Educators - (published) resource is always visible to
educators
For Students - resource is visible to students

Note: This property is only available for resources.
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Cost/Fee

Some materials may require a fee for access.

Restricted
Use

The use of some materials is restricted.
Availability of the materials:

Status

l
l
l

Public
Private
Pending

Material
Bank

School, region, district, or state materials bank to which the
material currently belongs. A material may also be labeled
Private, if its creator has not submitted it to any materials bank, if
it has been approved for private use, if the material was
submitted to a public materials bank but was returned, or if the
material was approved for a public materials bank but then was
removed from it.

Created
by

Person who created the material, including date and time.

Last
modified
by

Person who last modified the material, including date and time.

Material content

The material's content may consist of on-screen text, a link to an external website, and/or a file
attachment. If there is a file attachment, a clickable Attachment pill appears next to the Content pill,
to allow you to navigate quickly to attached files, and icons indicate at a glance what kind of
attachments are included. If populated, the following additional content properties show, as well:
l

Aligned Standards: standards aligned to the material, shown under their standards
documents. Only standards that are directly aligned to the material are listed here.
Note: A link to View Mapped Standards appears if a material is aligned to standards that are
mapped to other standards and that belong to a document in a standards set. Under any
other circumstances, the View Mapped Standards link will not appear.

l

Linked Materials: other materials that have been linked to this material. The linked materials
are listed by material type, and the title of each linked material is a hyperlink to that material's
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l
l

detail page. If a linked material is removed from the materials bank you're using to link to it, the
material will no longer appear as a linked material.
Organizers: system-configurable tags for custom-categorized materials.
Assigned by Me: for resources only; teachers can view and manage a historical listing of their
assignments for a selected material. Click Sections assigned to view a list of sections that
have been assigned the material.

Material actions

The following material actions appear across the actions bar at the top of the page.
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Schedule provides options for scheduling materials to your personal lesson planner. Choose
the calendar and date to schedule the material, then click either Save and Go to Planner or
Save and Close. Repeat this process to schedule the material for multiple days. To access
additional tools: Click the material name to open a page with material details and additional
tools for applicable materials. This option is only available for curricular unit(s), instructional
unit(s) and lesson plan(s).
Save / Remove saves or removes the material from the My Materials section of Search. The
link to remove a material from My Materials will specify "Remove from My Materials" when you
hover over it.
View Related Materials displays a list of other public materials mapped to the same standard
(s) as the material in view.
Export create a PDF or Microsoft Word doc version of the material, including the material's
content, tables in the content and in information about the material, the material's aligned
standards, a list of any files attached to the material, and a list of external links. For more
information on exporting a material, please see the dropdown in this help topic entitled "To
export a material".
New Linked Material allows you to create and add a new linked material directly from the
material's detail page. Choose from the dropdown menu to add an Assessment or a
Resource, or a Lesson Plan if you are starting from an Instructional Unit. After creating the
new linked material, choose Save to go to the new material's details, or choose Save and
Return to [material type] to return to the detail page of the material to which you linked the new
one. New Linked Material is only available for Lesson Plans and Instructional Units.
Build Express Test brings you to the express test creation page where the standards
mapped to the material have been pre-selected.
Assign a resource material to students for one or more classes and include instructions or
comments. This option is only available for teachers who have been assigned sections and
includes the ability to assign resources from their personal, public, and other content provider
materials banks. Materials that are pending approval can also be assigned to students.
Resources without content cannot be assigned by teachers to their students.
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l

l

Edit makes changes to the materials that you created or a copy of an existing material. This
option is only available for materials from District/Local repositories.
Copy creates and displays an identical copy of the material, amending the title with the word
(Copy). The copied material is automatically added to My Materials.

Materials vetting actions

These approval actions appear on the right side of the page. Some of these actions may vary,
depending on the configuration of your Schoolnet site and on whether or not the material is part of an
active review cycle. For actions taken, a timestamp appears next to the action in the material's review
history.
You can review instructional materials, in order to share them with other users in the system. You can
request, provide, and document approval for materials while keeping them private and available only
to you, if your default institution is a school and if a system operator has enabled this option for one or
more material types. If a system operator has enabled the option, you can also exchange artifacts
that provide rationale for the material or prescribe specific edits during the review process.
l

Submit to School|District|State Bank: send private materials that you have created to the
materials reviewers for your institution. If the material is approved, the material’s status
changes from pending to public, and the material is available in Search to others at your
institution. If the material is returned, it reverts to the user who created it, who can edit and
resubmit it, using the Resubmit button. If you have submitted a material, you can cancel the
submission any time before its final approval. If you cancel the submission, it no longer
appears on the Pending Materials list, but you can still access it as you did before submitting
the material. Anyone else part of the review cycle may receive a notification of the
cancellation. The option to submit a material does not appear for materials that are part of an
active review cycle.
Note: Materials that are already public and belong to an institution's bank may be submitted
to the next institution by any reviewer at its current institution. Any reviewer at a public
material's current institution may perform any of the actions described above for private
materials.

l

Approve for School|District|State Bank to approve the material (with linked materials, if
applicable) for use in a public bank. This option is only available for material reviewers.
Comments related to this review cycle will also be visible. Some materials banks may require
more than one approval. If more than one approval is required for the material you are
approving, you will see the remaining number of approvals required. If your approval is the last
one required, you will see a final approval notification. In multi-tenant environments, you may
find the option to make this material accessible to users in all districts by selecting Designate
as All Districts, if the system operator has enabled it.
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Note: Be sure to check linked materials. When you approve a material for a public bank, the
materials linked to it are also approved.

l

Submit for Approval send a private material that you have created to the materials reviewers
at your school for approval. If the material is approved, it will not become public. It will not be
available to other users at your institution. For this option to be available, your default
institution must be a school, and a system operator must enable it for the material type that
you are submitting.
Note: If a private material is linked to a private parent material, and the parent material
receives final approval, the private linked material is approved, as well. This will appear in the
material's review history.

l

l

l
l

l

l

Approve for Private Use to approve a material for its creator to use, without submitting it to a
materials bank. Materials linked to the private material will also be approved for private use.
Taking this step will also make that material unavailable again to you, unless the owner later
submits it to the school bank.
Remove from School | District | State Bank to remove a public material from its current
materials bank. This option is only available for material reviewers. Materials that are pending
approval cannot be removed. For state customers viewing the details of a Curriculum or
Curricular Unit, you cannot remove that Curriculum or Curricular Unit unless it is already in the
state bank. If you remove from a District bank a material that is shared with all districts, then
none of the districts will have access to it. If you remove a material that contains linked
materials, the linked materials will not be impacted.
Return to return material that requires revision before it can be approved.
Share with All Districts: A reviewer at the district level may share CU, IU, LP, A, and R type
materials with users in all districts. Any linked materials included in 'All Districts' materials are
only visible to users when the parent or 'source' material is accessed, unless that linked
material was already or separately designated as 'All Districts'. This also applies newly linked
materials attached to an All District material. This action does not appear in the material's
Review History.
Remove from All Districts: Select this option to recall a shared material from other districts.
This material is no longer shared, and any linked nested materials that were not separately
designated as 'All Districts' are no longer visible or accessible to users in other districts. This
action does not appear in the material's Review History.
Add a Comment: When users take any of these actions, they may enter a comment to share
with other users participating in the material review. A system operator must configure this
before users can access it.
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l

Notify other Users: If the system is configured, a user who takes an action and other users
who are part of a material review may receive system alerts or email messages when an
action is taken.

You can also share artifacts such as files and URLs through the comments screen when submitting,
returning, resubmitting, or adding non-final approval for a material. This functionality is available for
Curricular Units, Curriculum, Instructional Units, Lesson Plans, Assessments, and Resources.
Depending on configuration, you may receive a notification when artifacts are added or deleted. If
notification emails are sent when submitting, returning, resubmitting, or adding non-final approval for
a material, the shared artifacts will be linked in the notification emails. Submitters and reviewers can
delete artifacts that were added with previous comments. Artifacts are intended to be a means to an
end (a material or set of materials reflecting consensus of submitter and reviewers) and are not
preserved for posterity. When a review cycle is closed (final approval is given, or submitter cancels
submission), access to all artifacts shared during that cycles is removed, so save any artifacts you
wish to keep and consult beyond the final approval.
To rate a material

You can rate a material for other users. Hover over the material's average rating to see the rating
broken down by how many ratings it has at each rating level (1- 5 stars). You can also see the
number of unique ratings that exist for the material. This feature is available for Lesson Plans,
Instructional Units, Assessments, and Resources created within Schoolnet that are not private and
are not created by the user entering the rating. Ratings may also be available for external materials
that have ratings enabled. To rate a material, hover and click over the ratings stars, then select the
number of stars you will rate the material. Your rating is submitted and saved when you click. After
you have submitted a rating, you can remove your rating with the link that appears next to the
material. If you want to change your rating, you can hover and click on the desired number of stars to
overwrite your previous rating. Ratings are individual. One user cannot edit another user's rating,
and one customer site cannot update another site.
To read a material's review history

A material's review history, including its status in a current review cycle, is visible to some users on
the material details page. A Review History pane is part of the Material Detail screen, and the most
recent step in the review process is also visible in the right sidebar, if the material is currently in
review. Only review cycles in which the user participated or was authorized to participate are visible
in the Review History. For example, a district reviewer would not see the details from review cycles to
grant approval for private use or approval to add to a school’s bank.
To export a material

When you export a material, you create a PDF or Microsoft Word doc version of the material,
including:
l
l
l

the material's content
tables in the content and in information about the material
the material's aligned standards (grouped by document)
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l

l

a list of any files attached to the material (but not the attachments themselves--attachments
may only be viewed and downloaded when the material is viewed online)
a list of external links (clickable in a Microsoft Word doc export).

If you create a PDF, it is downloaded automatically to your computer.
If you create a Microsoft Word doc, you will have a chance to modify the file title and select the
location to which it will be saved before downloading the material. You can open the downloaded doc
in Microsoft Word for Windows or Mac, or in Google Docs. For any images in the material, as much
as possible, the Microsoft Word doc will use the same dimensions as the html. If the image's
dimensions are too big, it will be scaled down proportionally, not trimmed.
Like the version online and the PDF, exported Word documents for Curricular Units, or any
Curriculum that contains Curricular Units, may show some aspects of their linked Instructional Units
in large tables.

My Materials
My Materials is a private repository for frequently used materials and includes any materials that you
create yourself or save from other material banks within Classrooms. From My Materials, teachers
and administrators have one-click access to the tasks they use most to efficiently manage
instructional materials that are saved to their private bank.There are several built-in search and filter
features for users to efficiently locate materials. For curriculum managers and teachers, click Go to
My Materials from Classrooms Instructional Materials.
Sort My Materials:

1. Select the sorting criteria from the Sorted by menu. Choose Recently Modified, Status,
Institution Bank, Title, Author, and Publisher.
2. Upon making your selection, the screen automatically refreshes with the information sorted by
the selected value.
3. Click Next to quickly page through multiple results.
My Materials Tasks:
l
l

l

l

Create new materials by selecting a material type from the menu.
Preview: button to view additional details. You may also click the title to view the material
details page and additional tools.
Recommend: recommend the material to other users. This option is only available for
materials from District/Local repositories.
Assign: assign a resource material to students for one or more classes and include
instructions or comments. This option is only available for teachers who have been assigned
sections and includes the ability to assign resources from their personal, public, and other
content provider materials banks. Materials that are pending approval can also be assigned to
students. Resources without content cannot be assigned by teachers to their students.
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l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Assigned by Me: view and manage a historical listing of assignments for a selected material.
Click Sections assigned to view a list of sections that have been assigned the material.
Schedule: Open schedule options. Choose the calendar on which you would like to schedule
the material, then click either Save and Go to Planner or Save and Close. The material will
be saved to the current day. To access additional tools: Click the material name to open a
page with material details and additional tools for applicable materials. From here you can
recommend the material or remove an existing recommendation, add or remove the material
from My Materials, copy the material, view related materials, and build an express test
(Assessment Admin customers only).
Edit: Make changes to the materials that you created or a copy of an existing material. This
option is not available for materials from other content providers.
Remove: Delete the material from your personal materials bank. This will not delete the
material from the originating bank.
Revoke Approval: to remove a previously approved material from the school district's public
bank. This option is only available for material reviewers. 'All District' Materials created at the
District level will now show a Status of 'Private', 'All District' materials that have moved
through the approval process will show a status of 'Region'. This material is 'unshared'. It and
any nested materials are no longer visible to users in other districts.
Designate as All Districts: CU, IU, LP, A, and R type materials can be designated as 'All
District' materials, which makes them accessible to all district users. Any 'nested' or 'child'
materials linked to the selected item are also flagged as All District, but parent materials are
not.
Copy: Make a duplicate material to quickly edit for personal changes. This option is not
available for materials from other content providers.

My Material Filters:

Choose from the available options to filter the list of results. The built-in material counts update with
each selection to provide at-a-glance view of materials matching the selected filter.

Filter

Description

Keyword
search

Locate material by content containing a keyword and click Go.

Only
Materials
I have
created
or edited.

Display results for materials that were created or edited by you.
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Choose one or many material types:
l

Material
Types

l
l
l
l

curricular unit
instructional unit
lesson plan
assessments resource
external material

Subject

Select a subject.

Grade

Select one or many grades to filter the list. Grades are listed in the
order by which they were imported into the system.

Publisher

Select the publisher of the material.

Institution

Select the filters for an entire district or state. For state-created
curriculum, teachers and administrators can view only curriculum
that has been scheduled by a district. District-created materials
that have been promoted to the state materials bank are available
to all school districts within the state institution.
Note: This option is only available for materials and curriculum
results.

Create Material
You can create new materials (i.e., Lesson Plan, Instructional Unit, Resource, and Assessment) to
add to My Materials and schedule to the Lesson Planner and/or submit them for approval and
inclusion in a public Materials Bank. New materials created with this process will display content,
links, and attachments. The two main access points for creating new materials:
l

l

Go to Classrooms > Instructional Materials and select the material to create from the Create
dropdown
Go to Classrooms > Lesson Planner > Create Materials

Creating materials is similar to creating test items. Required fields (outside the header) are indicated
with a black asterisk (*). To create a material, follow these steps:

1. Select a subject and grade range for the material (required).
2. Select standards for Standard Alignment (recommended). If you have already selected the
subject and grade range, then standards that match that subject and grade range will be preselected in the standards search window.
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3. Enter a title and description for the material (required).
4. Select the material's format from the Format dropdown, and click Yes or No to determine if the
material is student-facing (required). (For Resources only.)
5. Enter the material's intended duration, and enter keywords related to the material to make it
easier to find in searches (optional).
6. Specify properties, if desired.
7. Under the Create Content heading, use the Text-Based Content, Custom Sections,
Attachments, and Website Link pills to select the type of content to create first. Add content to
your material. You can customize display names under Attachments. You can add all types of
content from the main screen, without overwriting previous content. When adding
attachments, you can drag-and-drop the files you want to attach, or you can select them. An
icon indicating the type of attachment (image, PDF, etc.) will appear next to each attachment
you add.
8. For Lesson Plans and Instructional Units, use the "Search for Materials to Link" link to find and
link other instructional materials to your new material. Depending on the type of material you
are creating, only some materials will be available for linking. You can link Resources and
Assessments to a Lesson Plan or Instructional Unit. Lesson Plans can be linked to an
Instructional Unit. You can link private, unshared materials to a private unshared material you
are creating or editing, but private materials cannot be linked to public, shared materials you
may be editing.
9. Identify organizers by clicking the check boxes next to organizers that are associated with the
material (optional).
10. Click Save to create the new material, or click Cancel to delete what you entered and return to
the screen you were on previously.
11. After you have created a material, you can go back in to edit it, add to it, and/or submit it for
approval.
Define Properties

1. Select the type of material you would like to create as described in Create Materials. The
Create New Material page displays and defaults to the Define Properties tab.
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2. Provide the following information (*denotes a required field):

Field

Description

Title*

Enter a descriptive title for the material that will make it
easy to locate later.

Subject*

Choose a subject.

Grade
Range*

Choose a narrow grade range (e.g., 1 to 1) or broad grade
range (e.g., 1 to 12)

Description*

Enter a synopsis of the material. The entered value
displays in the search results.

Duration

Enter the duration of the new materials (e.g., days).

Format

Only appears if the new material is a resource.

For

For resource materials only, select 'Yes' to make the
material visible to students. 'No' to make material only
visible to educators.

Students
Note: By default, materials that are not marked for
students are visible only to educators.
Author

Indicate the author of the new material.

Publisher

If applicable, enter the name of the publisher (or leave
defaulted to your institution's name).

Keywords

Associate keywords and phrases to make it easier to
locate the material when searching.

Rights

Enter comments regarding publishing rules for a material.

Additional
Attributes

Select 'Yes' to indicate additional properties for usage.
'No' is selected by default:
l
l

Cost - Requires an additional charge
Restricted - Use of the material is restricted
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l

l

l
l
l

Save: to save your work (you can always return to it for additional entries and
editing)
Save and Continue: to save your work and continue to the next step in the new
materials creation sequence
View Material: to save your material and review it
Cancel: to cancel your work without saving
Delete: to delete the new material –only users with delete permissions can do so

Note: Classrooms includes the ability to configure custom properties for each material
type. School districts determine the properties that are useful for their institutions.
Create Content
When creating content for an instructional unit, lesson plan, assessment and resource, use the builtin HTML Editor to provide standard text editor utilities used for styling and editing content.
The toolset includes controls for fonts and text, a spell checker, images, web links, layout, and more.

1. Content Format: Determine how your material will be accessed by selecting District
Template, File, or URL.
2. Based on your selection above, you will also need to add information for:

Field

Content
Template

Content
Enter content for the various components of your instructional
material. Click on a tab to enter content for each of the available
components such as Big Idea, Goal, Teaching Objectives: What
I Will Teach.
Note: Custom material components are determined by each
district and added by system operators.

File
attachment

Locate the file with the Browse button, and upload it with the
Upload button.

Website or
URL

Enter the URL where the content can be found.

3. After entering the information for your new material, you can click:
l

Save: Save your work.
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l

l
l
l

Save and Continue: Save your work and access additional sections such as
Properties, Aligned Standards, Organizers, and Linked Materials.
View Material: Save and view your material.
Cancel: Exit without saving content.
Delete: Remove content from the material. This option is not available for
resource materials that have been assigned to students.

Align Standards

1. Find and select standards to align to your new material. Use the Subject and Grade
dropdown menus to locate a subject and grade.
2. The standard set appears based on your Subject and Grade selections and is collapsed to the
highest level of each standard.
3. Click on the “+’ to the left of the standard name, as needed, to expand the list. If the standard is
expanded and you wish to collapse it, click on the “-“ to the left of the standard that you want to
collapse. Click on the standard name to select all of the associated items below it.
4. After entering the information for your new material, you can click:
l

l

l
l
l

Save: to save your work (you can always return to it for additional entries and
editing)
Save and Continue: to save your work and continue to the next step in the new
materials creation sequence
View Material: to save your material and review it
Cancel: to cancel your work without saving
Delete: to delete the new material –only users with delete permissions can do so.

Link Related Materials
When creating and editing instructional materials, you can link all materials that are included in the
school district's District/Local materials bank, materials that have been added to My Materials, and
even create new materials for linking. For school districts that subscribe to other content providers
linking new or existing instructional materials to materials from other content providers such as
Discovery Education and SAS Curriculum Pathways is also supported. Before you begin linking any
materials to your new one, keep in mind the following linking rules:

If your Material Type is:
instructional unit

You can link:
lesson plans, assessments, and resources
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lesson plan

assessments, resources

resource

none

assessment

none

external resource

lesson plans, assessments, and resources

Note: When you create new materials, it may take a full day before they are found via a keyword
Search in the Classrooms module.

1. Find or create instructional materials.
2. Select the Section 4 (optional) Link Related Materials tab.
3. Search for materials to link:
l Search in Public Materials Bank to locate materials from District/Local materials bank
and then use the Link icon to link your selections.
l Select the Search in My Materials tab to locate materials that have been saved to your
materials bank. From there you will search for the desired materials and then use the
Link icon to link your selections. If available, a material's average rating appears next to
it in the search results.
l Select the Create and Link New Materials tab to create a new material for linking.
4. Enter keywords to locate materials.
5. Optional: Select Subject and Grade Range to filter the list of material results.
6. For school districts with that have multiple content providers, choose the Sources from the
menu: District/Local or External Resources content providers.
7. Select the Schoolnet Material Type. Material types only apply to materials from the
District/Local materials banks.
8. Click Search.
9. Click the link material

icon to select an item from your search results. Once selected, a

check mark displays and the item is listed at the top of the screen. Click the X icon

to unlink

this item from your material.
10. Click Saveto continue adding linked materials or Save and Continue to move to the next step
in creating your instructional material.
11. Optional: Use Reset form to perform another search.
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Identify Organizers
Use Identifying Organizers to further define your material. This option is not available when creating
a curriculum and curricular unit.

1. Select from the list of available configurable organizers (e.g., GEM Assessment Types,
Bloom's Taxonomy). Use the checkboxes to make your selections. . Use the checkboxes to
make your selections.
2. After entering the information for your new material, you can click:
l

l
l
l

Save: to save your material (you can always return to it for additional entries and
editing)
View Material: to save your material, and review it
Cancel: to cancel your work without saving
Delete: to delete the new material –only users with delete permissions can do so

View Materials
Curriculum managers and other users who create instructional materials can easily view active
materials directly from their repositories. View materials provides administrators and teachers the
ability to search for instructional materials that have been published across the school district's bank
including materials that have been shared by a state. In addition, subscribed materials from other
content providers is available to across all institutions. Depending on the users roles and operations,
the process for viewing instructional materials differs.
Components and Hierarchy
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View Curriculum Manager Materials
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1. Go to Classrooms > Curriculum Manager.
2. Locate active material from the materials page. Click on the row or checkbox to select the
item. Use the built-in Filter and Sort features to quickly locate materials.
3. Click View.
Note: When viewing, draft materials that are linked to the curricula are not visible until the status of
the linked items are set to active.
View Instructional Materials

In order for user who are not associated with the Manage Curriculum operation to view materials,
use Instructional Materials.

1. Locate the material from the materials page.
Tip: Select a subject, grade, or enter a keyword to quickly locate materials.

2. Optional: Click Preview to view a summary of the material. Next, click View Material Detail to
view the material in its entirety and access all additional properties that have been linked to the
material.
3. Optional: The following tools are available on most materials:
l
l

l

Save / Remove: save or remove the material from the My Materials section of Search.
Schedule: Open schedule options. Choose the calendar and date to schedule the
material, then click either Save and Go to Planner or Save and Close. Repeat this
process to schedule the material for multiple days. To access additional tools: Click the
material name to open a page with material details and additional tools for applicable
materials.
Edit: make changes to the material that you have created or copied.

Edit Materials
Material creators can edit any material they author or a copy of an existing material. For materials
that have been saved in either My Materials or the District/Local public material banks, edits can be
made to private or pending materials. The components that are available to edit are dependent upon
the selected material type Resources without content cannot be assigned by teachers to their
students.
You can get to the Edit Material screen by clicking the Edit button at any of these points:
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l
l
l

Material Detail page
Material Search Results page
My Materials page

Note: If you are editing a Curricular Unit and have permission to edit the Instructional Units within
the Curricular Unit, a separate Edit icon will appear next to each Instructional Unit that you can edit.
Click on the icon to edit its Instructional Unit.
When you have completed your changes, click Save to save your changes. You will be directed to the
Material Detail page.
To delete the material, click Delete. A pop-up will confirm that you want to delete the material. Click
Delete to delete it, or click Cancel to return to the Edit Material screen.
Copy Materials
If you find material in the Material Banks or My Materials (i.e., a lesson, unit, resource, or
assessment) that you want to modify, you can copy the material and edit it accordingly. This option is
only available for materials from District/Local repositories.
Tip: Use copy materials to quickly create course materials. Once the copy has been added to My
Materials, simply click the Edit icon to make your changes.

1. Display the Materials Detail page by clicking the material name.
2. Click Copy this [material type]. A new view displays, with (Copy) appended at the end of the
page title, e.g., Resource: Enlightenment (Copy). The material has a status of Private.
3. Click Save. The copied material is saved to My Materials.
Delete Materials
If you have created material and it has a status of Private or Pending, you can delete the material.
Resource materials that have been assigned to students cannot be deleted.
Note: If you are a Materials Reviewer, you can also delete Pending and Public material at your
institution.

1. Locate the material using the Materials Search.
2. Click Edit. Next, click Delete at the bottom of the page. A dialog box prompts you to confirm
the delete.
3. Click OK. The material is deleted.
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Suggested Materials
There are three categories of suggested materials:
l
l
l

For Upcoming Instruction.
Based on Upcoming Assessments.
Based on Recent Assessment performance.

Some or all of these categories may not display if there is insufficient data. Teachers and
administrators should keep their Planners updated to ensure accurate suggestions.
Materials suggestions are selected based on average ratings from other users and on standards
performance.
Users with no assigned sections or no standards-based suggested materials will see up to three
random materials based on the highest rated and newest materials.
Work with Suggested Materials
All categories of suggested materials have common features.
l

l

l

Material details.The material title, grade, subject, average rating, and description display
automatically. Click the material title to view the Material Details page containing additional
properties, content, linked materials, and tools.
Preview. Mouse over the Preview button to view the material creator, publisher, duration, and
extended description.
Tools. Located to on the right-hand side of the material information, the tool box tells you how
many people have rated the material and provides links to Save to My Materials and
Schedule.

To schedule material: Clicking the Schedule link opens scheduling options. Choose the Calendar
you would like the material to be scheduled to, then click either Save and Go to Planner or Save
and Close. The material will be saved to the current day.
l

More Suggested Materials link. Clicking this link in any category will open a list of up to five
suggested materials, ordered based on standards performance. The list is populated semirandomly. You can refresh the page to view different suggestions.

Standard Details
Standard details provides information on the core curriculum standards sets that are adopted by a
school district. Standard sets represent a collection of standard documents outlining a group of
individual standards such as a state standard, source, subject, grade, and year. For school districts
using multiple standard sets, one standard set serves as the primary document and is applied by
default throughout all institutions within the school district. Standard details lists all of the instructional
materials that have been aligned to standards and sub-standards including counts by material type .
Materials types include curricula, instructional unit, lesson plan, assessment, resource, and external
resource such as Discovery Ed and SAS Curriculum Pathways. Standard details provides:
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l
l
l
l
l

At-a-glance view of aligned materials
Dashboard access to view, save, and schedule the aligned materials
Generate a printer-friendly version of standard details
Build an express test with items that are linked to the standard
View annotations that have been added to the standard (if applicable).

Add Standard

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to Classrooms > Instructional Materials.
Select Find Standards to view instructional materials by standards.
Optional, enter one or many keywords to filter see Material Results.
Click Add Standard icon to display that page.
Provide the following information (* = required):

Field

Description

Standards
Choose a standards document.
Document*
Subject*

Choose a subject.

Grade
Level*

Choose a narrow grade range (e.g., 1 to 1) or broader
grade range (e.g., 1 to 12) or choose a specific level, i.e.,
Algebra I.

ID

If available, enter the official ID for the standard.

Title*

Enter the title of the main standard.

Tip: After completing the required field, can click the Add Standard icon

to create

additional sub-standard levels.

6. Click Save. The standard and any created sub-standards are added to the database of
standards for your school district.
Map Standard
This function is temporarily unavailable. Please contact Schoolnet support if you need further
assistance.
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Related Standards
Standards can be considered related to one another up to two levels apart. For example, if Standard
A is mapped to Standard B, which in turn is mapped to Standard C, then Standard A is considered
related to Standard C. Anyone with access to the Classrooms module can view standards related
(mapped) to any given standard.

1. Search for a standard and display its detail page. See "Material Detail" on page 80.
2. Click Related Standards. The Classrooms module lists the links to all mapped (related)
standards.
Pending Approval

Any materials users create have an initial status of Private and may only be found and edited by that
user. If a material (Curricular Unit, Curriculum, Instructional Unit, Lesson Plan, Resource, or
Assessment) might benefit other users, it can be submitted to a materials bank for review and
approval. Depending on how the system is configured, it may also possible for users at a school only
to submit their materials for approval and keep their status Private (not add it to the school’s bank).
Administrators may also configure the system so that users at schools or regions submit materials
directly to the district bank, bypassing their schools or regions.
Users with permissions to review instructional materials at their default institutions can review
materials that have been submitted for approval by visiting the Materials tab in the Pending Materials
queue. The built-in filter and paging options make it easy to locate materials meeting specific criteria
that have been submitted for approval.
Once approved, materials that were submitted to an institution’s bank are available to users
belonging to that institution (or to institutions that belong to it). Materials that are linked to a parent
material are automatically submitted to an institution's bank if the parent material is submitted, even if
the linked material's status is private.
Submitters and other reviewers at the institution may be notified by email and alerts in the system
when reviewers take action, if those notifications have been configured by system administrators.
To learn how materials reach the Pending Materials list (how to submit materials for review), please
see the Materials vetting actions section of the Material Details topic.
To browse pending materials

1. Users with permission to review instructional materials: go to Classrooms > Instructional
Materials > Search> Pending Materials
2. Click Pending Materials. The Pending Educational Materials page displays a grid with all
instructional units, lesson plans, resources and/or assessments with a status of Pending.
Each row includes a pending material’s title, type, subject, grade(s), name of current material
bank (if not Private), name of submitter, date and time last submitted, and number of times
submitted in current cycle. By default, pending materials are ordered by date submitted.
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The grid may also include a column with the count of approvals still required to add any
material to the institution’s bank if administrators have configured the bank to require
more than one approval per material.
l For school reviewers only, the grid may also include a column indicating the target date
submitters entered for any materials they submitted for private use approval.
l Users at the state level who have permission to manage curriculum can also find any
Curriculum or Curricular Unit that has been submitted to the state.
If the list is long, materials can be filtered by properties found in any column. Clicking the Reset
Filters button will remove any filters currently selected and show all results again.
Users can also choose to hide any columns in the grid, except title, and pin columns to the left
or right edges of the grid to keep them in view at all times when scrolling left or right.
Users’ choices to pin, hide, and sort results by columns are saved frequently, so that users do
not need to make those selections again when returning to this screen later or from another
computer. These choices may be cleared at any point by selecting the button on the right edge
of Reset Filters and choosing the option to Reset Grid to Default.
Click Approve.
l

3.
4.
5.

6.

To take action on pending materials

1. Locate a material in the list and click the title to reach the Material Details screen for that
material. After reviewing its contents and any linked materials, a reviewer may take action on
that individual material there.
2. Reviewers already familiar enough with one or more materials to decide whether or not to
approve the materials can click the checkmark along the left edge, next to those materials, to
select and quickly return or approve a group of materials. Check the approve button or the
return button at the bottom of the grid. There is a control at the top of each column to select or
deselect all visible materials with one click. There is more information about these actions in
the Material Details topic, but a summary appears below.
l Return materials that require further revision before they can be approved.
l Approve materials that are ready to be shared with all users in the institution named at
the top of the page. Linked materials, if applicable, will also be shared.
3. After choosing an action to take for the material(s) selected in the grid, a reviewer may:
l Enter a comment to provide the submitter of each material selected with feedback.
Commenting may not be enabled for the action being taken. For multiple materials, the
comment will be added to each of the selected materials’ Review History.
l Add artifacts such as files or URLs with the comment.
l Edit or delete artifacts previously added.
l Choose whether to receive an email notification of the action, for each selected
material.
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4. If enabled by a system administrator, an email notification may be sent to the submitter and
other reviewers indicating that the material has been returned or approved. If a comment was
entered during the action, it may be included in the message, depending on system settings.
5. If an error is returned at any point in the process of returning a material, other reviewers may
be working with the same material at the same time. Please try again. If the error persists, a
System Administrator will be able to view details in the Event Log. To view information on the
error in the Event Log, go to System > Audit > Event Log, and enter Curriculum Management
as the Event Category.
Note: Materials that are not currently pending cannot be found in Pending Materials. This
includes materials that have been returned, private materials that have already been
approved, and materials that received the required number of approvals to be added to a
public bank. To remove a material that has already received final approval and added to your
institution’s bank, use the Instructional Materials search to find it, click its title, and use

Remove from School|District|State Bank . If that option is not available, then the material
may no longer belong to your institution’s bank.
Pending Approval Status
Request Approval Status provides administrators with a dashboard to quickly review and approve all
of the test items that have been submitted for their approval, to submit items for state or district
approval, and to view the status of items that have been submitted for state or district approval. This
dashboard is available to administrators who are provisioned with the review item, passage, and
rubric operation and provides summary information for each item. Administrators can select one or
multiple items directly from the dashboard to quickly approve them for use in their school district's
items bank and additional approval functionality may be available for school districts that subscribe to
third-party content providers. The built-in filter and paging options make it easy to locate and review
items that have been submitted for approval. Once approved, items are available for other test
creators to use. Depending upon the submitter's role within the school district, the approval hierarchy
varies.
Note: You can verify your roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking under Other
Roles and Operations.
To view the approval hierarchy:

Submitter
Teacher

Approval Hierarchy
School administrator can approve submitted items or return them
to the teachers with comments.
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Note: Depending on system settings, a teacher may bypass
their school and submit items and materials directly to their
school district.

School

Region or District can approve submitted items or return them to
school administrators with comments.

Region

District can approve submitted items or return them to region
administrators with comments.
State can approve submitted items or return them to district
administrators with comments.

District
Note: This option is only available for customers that have
implemented the system's state or multi-district solution.

To filter pending test items:

1. Go to Assessment Admin > Find a test or Create > Pending Items or Classrooms >
Instructional Materials > Pending Materials
2. Click the Items tab.
3. Select one or many filters options to quickly locate materials to review. Select filters from
multiple categories to limit the list to only those materials matching the selection. For example,
select Type: Multiple Choice; Subject: English Language and Literature, and Grade: Gr 12 to
display only multiple choice items that have been created for English Language and Literature
for grade 12.
4. Click Go.
5. Optional: Select a specific page number, Previous Page, and Next Page to quickly page
through multiple items.
To approve pending items:

1. Go to Assessment Admin > Find an item or Create > Pending Items or Classrooms >
Instructional Materials > Pending Materials
2. Click the Items tab in the List of Items/Passages/Rubrics for Approval..
3. Optional: Select the item type, subject, grade, and material bank from the menus to quickly
locate items and click Go.
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4. Locate the item from the list. Click on a row or check box to select a single item. You may also
select multiple rows or check boxes to quickly approve a group of items. Select the check box
from the header row to quickly select all items.
5. Optional: Click Details to approve a single item and to perform additional actions.
l Click Approve this item.
l Optional, enter comments, attachments, and/or links to provide the submitter with
feedback. For multiple items, the comments linked to all of the selected items.
l Click Approve.
6. Click Approve. Approved items are owned by your institution and are available to everyone.
The item cannot be edited.
7. An email notification is sent to the submitter indicating that the item has been approved with
comments and includes additional information to identify the item.
Note: In order to submit items linked with passages for approval, you must submit the passage for
approval. Upon the passage being approved, all associated items also are approved.
To return pending test items:

1. Go to Assessment Admin > Find a test or Create > Pending Items or Classrooms >
Instructional Materials > Pending Materials
2. Click the Items tab.
3. Optional: Select the item type, subject, grade and material bank from the menus to quickly
locate items and click Go.
4. Locate the item from the list. Click on a row or check box to select a single item. You may also
select multiple rows or check boxes to quickly remove not approve a group of items. Select the
check box from the header row to quickly select all items.
5. Optional: Click Details for a single item and perform additional actions.
l Click Approve this item.
l Optional, enter comments to provide the submitter with feedback. For multiple items,
the comments linked to all of the selected items.
l Click Return. The item is returned to the submitter and is not published to the school
district's items bank.
6. Click Return. Items that are returned from the approver remain in your private bank where you
maintain ownership of the content. Once the item has been edited with the approver's
feedback, you may resubmit it to your district on a later date.
7. An email notification is sent to the submitter indicating that the item has been returned with
comments and includes additional information to identify the item.
Note: You may remove approval at any time from the details page. Select the Return option.
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To submit items for state or district approval:

1. Go to Assessment Admin > Create a test> Pending Items or Classrooms > Instructional
Materials > Pending Materials
2. Click the Items tab under Pending Test Items for Approval..
3. Optional: Select one or many filters options to quickly locate materials to review. Select filters
from multiple categories to limit the list to only those materials matching the selection. For
example, select Type: Multiple Choice; Subject: English Language and Literature, and Grade:
Gr 12 to display only multiple choice items that have been created for English Language and
Literature for grade 12. Click Go.
4. Click the box next to the item(s) that you want to submit.
5. Click Request Approval for District or Request Approval for State. Once the item has been
submitted for approval, you can view its status in the Request Approval Status section.
6. Optional: Select a specific page number or the previous and next arrow to quickly page
through multiple items.
Note: The ability to submit items for approval is dependent upon the user's roles and operations
within an institution. You can verify your roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking
under Other Roles and Operations.
To view the status of submitted items for approval:

1. Go to Assessment Admin > Create a test> Pending Items or Classrooms > Instructional
Materials > Pending Materials
2. Click the green bar to view the status of pending items that have been submitted for state
approval.
3. Select the Pending, Not Approved, or Approved tabs to view the items in each category.
Pending Passages
Classrooms provides administrators with a dashboard to quickly review and approve all of the test
passages that have been submitted for their approval. This dashboard is available to administrators
who are provisioned with the review item, passage, and rubric operation and provides summary
information for each passage. Administrators can select one or multiple passages directly from the
dashboard to quickly approve them for use in their school district's bank. The built-in filter and paging
options make is easy to locate and review passages that have been submitted for approval. Once
approved, passages are available for other test creators to use. You may remove approval at any
time from the details page. Select the Return option.Depending upon the submitter's role within the
school district, the approval hierarchy is as follows:
Note: You can verify your roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking under Other
Roles and Operations.
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Submitter

Approval Hierarchy
School administrator can approve submitted passages or return
them to the teachers with comments.

Teacher
Note: Depending on system settings, a teacher may bypass
their school and submit passages directly to their school district.

School

Region or District can approve submitted passages or return
them to school administrators with comments.

Region

District can approve submitted passages or return them to region
administrators with comments.
State can approve submitted passages or return them to district
administrators with comments.

District
Note: This option is only available for customers that have
implemented the system's state or multi-district solution.

To filter pending passages:

1. Go to Assessment Admin > Find a test or Create > Pending Items or Classrooms >
Instructional Materials > Pending Materials.
2. Click the Passages tab.
3. Select one or many filters options to quickly locate materials to review. Select filters from
multiple categories to limit the list to only those passages matching the selection. For example,
select Type: Poetry; Subject: English Language and Literature, and Grade: Gr 12 to display
only poetry passages that have been created for English Language and Literature for grade
12.
4. Click Go.
5. Optional: Select a specific page number, Previous Page, and Next Page to quickly page
through multiple items.
To approve pending passages:

1. Go to Assessment Admin > Find a test or Create > Pending Items or Classrooms >
Instructional Materials > Pending Materials.
2. Click the Passages tab.
3. Optional: Select the passage type, subject, grade and material bank from the menus to quickly
locate items and click Go.
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4. Locate the passage from the list. Click on a row or check box to select a single passage. You
may also select multiple rows or check boxes to quickly approve a group of passages. Select
the check box from the header row to quickly select all passages.
5. Optional: Click Details to approve a single passage and to perform additional actions.
l Click Approve this passage.
l Optional, enter comments, attachments, and/or links to provide the submitter with
feedback. For multiple passages, the comments linked to all of the selected passages.
l Click Approve.
6. Click Approve. Approved passages are owned by your institution and are available to
everyone. The item cannot be edited.
7. An email notification is sent to the submitter indicating that the passage has been approved
with comments and includes additional information to identify the passage. When approving a
passage that is linked to items, the passage as well as all associated items are approved an
available for searching.
To return pending passages:

1. Go to Assessment Admin > Find a test or Create > Pending Items or Classrooms >
Instructional Materials > Pending Materials.
2. Click the Passages tab.
3. Optional: Select the passage type, subject, grade and material bank from the menus to quickly
locate passages and click Go.
4. Locate the passage from the list. Click on a row or check box to select a single passage. You
may also select multiple rows or check boxes to quickly remove not approve a group of
passages. Select the check box from the header row to quickly select all passages.
5. Optional: Click Details for a single passage and perform additional actions.
l Click Approve this passage.
l Optional, enter comments to provide the submitter with feedback. For multiple
passages, the comments linked to all of the selected passages.
l Click Return. The passage is returned to the submitter and is not published to the
school district's passages bank.
6. Click Return. Passages that are returned from the approver remain in your private bank
where you maintain ownership of the content. Once the passage has been edited with the
approver's feedback, you may resubmit it to your district on a later date.
7. An email notification is sent to the submitter indicating that the passage has been returned
with comments and includes additional information to identify the passage.
Pending Rubrics
Classrooms provides administrators with a dashboard to quickly review and approve all of the rubric
items that have been submitted for their approval. This dashboard is available to administrators who
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are provisioned with the review item, passage, and rubric operation and provides summary
information for each rubric. Administrators can select one or multiple rubrics directly from the
dashboard to quickly approve them for use in their school district's rubrics bank. The built-in filter and
paging options make is easy to locate and review rubrics that have been submitted for approval.
Once approved, rubrics are available for other test creators to use. You may remove approval at any
time from the details page. Select the Return option.Depending upon the submitter's role within the
school district, the approval hierarchy is as follows:
Note: You can verify your roles and operations by clicking My Account and looking under Other
Roles and Operations.

Submitter

Approval Hierarchy

Teacher

School administrator can approve submitted rubrics or return
them to the teachers with comments.

School

Region or District can approve submitted rubrics or return them
to school administrators with comments.

Region

District can approve submitted rubrics or return them to region
administrators with comments.
State can approve submitted rubrics or return them to district
administrators with comments.

District
Note: This option is only available for customers that have
implemented the system's state or multi-district solution.

To filter pending rubrics:

1. Go to Assessment Admin > Find a test or Create > Pending Items or Classrooms >
Instructional Materials > Pending Materials.
2. Click the Rubrics tab.
3. Select one or many filters options to quickly locate rubrics to review. Select filters from multiple
categories to limit the list to only those rubrics matching the selection. For example, select
Type: Multiple Choice; Subject: English Language and Literature, and Grade: Gr 12 to display
only multiple choice items that have been created for English Language and Literature for
grade 12.
4. Click Go.
5. Optional: Select a specific page number, Previous Page, and Next Page to quickly page
through multiple items.
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To approve pending rubrics:

1. Go to Assessment Admin > Find a test or Create > Pending Items or Classrooms >
Instructional Materials > Pending Materials.
2. Click the Rubrics tab.
3. Optional: Select the item type, subject, grade and material bank from the menus to quickly
locate items and click Go.
4. Locate the rubric from the list. Click on a row or check box to select a single rubric. You may
also select multiple rows or check boxes to quickly approve a group of rubrics. Select the
check box from the header row to quickly select all rubrics.
5. Optional: Click Details to approve a single rubric and to perform additional actions.
l Click Approve this rubric.
l Optional, enter comments, attachments, and/or links to provide the submitter with
feedback. For multiple rubrics, the comments linked to all of the selected rubrics.
l Click Approve.
6. Click Approve. Approved rubrics are owned by your institution and are available to everyone.
The rubric cannot be edited.
7. An email notification is sent to the submitter indicating that the rubric has been approved with
comments and includes additional information to identify the rubric.
To return pending rubrics:

1. Go to Assessment Admin > Find a test or Create > Pending Items or Classrooms >
Instructional Materials > Pending Materials.
2. Click the Rubrics tab.
3. Optional: Select the rubric type, subject, grade and material bank from the menus to quickly
locate rubrics and click Go.
4. Locate the rubric from the list. Click on a row or check box to select a single rubric. You may
also select multiple rows or check boxes to quickly return a group of rubrics. Select the check
box from the header row to quickly select all rubrics.
5. Optional: Click Details for a single rubric and perform additional actions.
l Click Approve this rubric.
l Optional, enter comments to provide the submitter with feedback. For multiple rubrics,
the comments are linked to all of the selected rubrics.
l Click Return. The rubric is returned to the submitter and is not published to the school
district's rubrics bank.
6. Click Return. Rubrics that are returned from the approver remain in your private bank where
you maintain ownership of the content. Once the rubric has been edited with the approver's
feedback, you may resubmit it to your district on a later date.
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7. An email notification is sent to the submitter indicating that the rubric has been returned with
comments and includes additional information to identify the rubric.
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10: Lesson Planner
The Lesson Planner is the Classrooms module calendar and scheduling tool that helps teachers and
Instructional Managers (e.g., principals, department heads) coordinate long-term curricular unit,
medium-term instructional unit, and daily lesson plan materials. Calendars display information in
week view by default. In order to effectively use the lesson planner, it's important to understand the
components that make up the main lesson planner home page.
l

Calendar: The calendar portion displays the weekly view by default. Use the tabs on the top
left (Day, Week, Month) to switch to an alternate view. Today’s date is outlined in dark blue.
You can add notes, attachments, and quickly make changes to the during of materials that
have been scheduled on your calendar. Simply drag the gray bars on either side of a calendar
item to adjust the start and end dates of the material.
Tip: Point to a material that has been scheduled on your calendar to preview it. For
resources that have been linked to scheduled parent materials (CU, IU, and LP) and
external resources without links to scheduled materials, teachers can assign designated
student-use materials directly from the preview window.

l

l

l

l

Section bars: Each section assigned to a teacher is marked on the calendar by a color-coded
horizontal bar. The Instructional Unit(s) and Lesson Plan(s) assigned to each section appear
in the space underneath that section’s bar. The “Personal” bar is always first and is a space to
enter your personal calendar items and events.
Page Control: Select the tab to set the view preference. Choose Day, Week or Month. Week
is selected by default along with the current week. Use the arrows to page forward and
backward on the calendar. If your school district uses calendars for multiple years, click the
year to select a different year.
Calendar filters: Users may filter by section and calendar item type to limit the view to specific
items
Sidebar: Action panel provides one-click access to Lesson Planner to key tasks including
Schedule Materials, Create Materials, Schedule Standards Coverage, Create an Event,
Alerts, and PDF Materials.

To filter the calendar:

1. Material Type: The calendar items appear color coded on the planner. All are selected by
default. Select the material type to include on the view including All Materials, Curricular Units,
Instructional Units, Lesson Plans, and External Resources and click OK.
2. Filtering by section. The names of teacher’s classroom sections are listed across the top of
the Planner. By default, the first time the Planner is accessed only Personal and one
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classroom section are selected. To show other sections, click the appropriate section name
boxes.
To view standards performance

Click the Standards Performance icon
to view standards performance coverage for all scheduled
materials. Results display for standards aligned to Curricular Units, Instructional Units, and Lesson
Plans. Data represents an average of the three most recent benchmark or classroom assessments
taken by students testing the applicable standard. Standards are sorted from the highest percent
correct to the lowest percent correct.
Note: Because multiple materials with several different standards may be scheduled to a single
day, use the material names to toggle between views.
To perform sidebar tasks

The sidebar contains up to six collapsible panels that enable a wide range of calendar functionality.
These include:

Icon

Function

Description

Schedule
Materials

Schedule existing materials to the calendar. Locate
materials from My Materials, School Bank, Available
Curriculum, and Materials Banks.

Create
Materials

Create new materials, then schedule them to the
calendar.

Schedule
Standards
Coverage

Account for the standards that have been covered in
lesson plans not scheduled in the Classrooms
module.

Create an
Event

Adds events to the calendar such as field trips and
interventions.

Alerts

Notifies the user of changes that have been made to
the calendar by an administrator.

PDF Materials Create printable PDFs of calendar materials.

Calendar Material Types
There are several types of materials that may appear on your calendar:
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Calendar
Item Type

Details
Intended for long-term planning (e.g., “Six Week Literacy
Cycle”). When viewing the calendar in the default Week View,
the orange curricular unit name will appear on the first day of
the week only. If a new Curricular Unit starts in the same week,
the name will display on its first day. Curricular Units may not
overlap.

Curricular
Unit
If there is more than one curricular unit scheduled for the same
time period, a menu appears on the upper right of the section
bar (Week View), or in the top right of the daily schedule box
(Day View). To view a different curriculum – and the associated
instructional unit and lesson plan – select it from the drop-down.
Note: Some schools may choose to use a single Curricular
Unit for an entire school year.
Instructional
Unit

Lesson Plan

Designed for medium-term unit planning (e.g., “Week One Writing Sentences”). Up to three green Instructional Units may
overlap.
A teacher’s day-to-day instructional plan (e.g., “Using
Adverbs”) which is displayed stacked under a corresponding
Instructional Unit.
Note: Lesson Plans may have attached Assessments or
Resources. If so, a small “+” will appear in the bottom right
corner of the Lesson Plan as it appears on your calendar.

Event
Schedule reminders for daily events (e.g., field trips).

Standards
Coverage

The Classrooms module is the most useful when it has
complete information about a standard that has been taught.
Teachers should schedule standards coverage when teaching
lesson plans that have not been uploaded into Classrooms to
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be scheduled.
Notes

Attachments

Resource

Assessment

Notes can be added to a specific day and section. They are
typically used as short reminders for personal use.

Attachments can be uploaded to a specific day and section.
There is a maximum of 5 attachments.
Includes a wide variety of educational media to aid lesson
plans, including worksheets, videos, websites, and more.
Resources are always attached to lesson plans; they cannot
be added to the calendar individually.
Assessments are created similarly to Resources and Lesson
plans, meaning that they are made either by following a
template, uploading a file, or linking to a different URL.
Assessments are always attached to lesson plans; they cannot
be added to the calendar individually.
Note: Users with Assessment Admin should note that this
assessment platform is unconnected to Assess’s test creator
and scheduler.

District Star

Materials that have been added to the Planner by
administrators (through the Alerts section of the sidebar) are
marked with this star.

Lesson Planner Schedule Materials
Classrooms sidebar panel of the Lesson Planner provides teachers and administrators the ability to
locate and schedule existing materials from multiple content repositories directly on a private or
section calendars.
To schedule materials:

1. Go to Classrooms > Lesson Planner.
Schedule Materials icon. Scheduling materials includes curriculum that has
2. Click the
been created by a single-district or multiple-district solution, including state-wide
implementations. Once district administrators publish materials that have been created by the
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District, Region (if applicable), and State (if applicable), the materials are available for
scheduling.
3. Select the materials tab from which you would like to locate and schedule materials:
l My Materials to schedule materials that are saved to your private materials bank. Filter
by material types including external resources for school districts that subscribe to other
content providers.
l Available Curriculum to schedule available state-created and district -created
curriculum that has been published by the school district.
l Material Banks to schedule materials from all public banks including District/Local and
other content providers that your school district may subscribe to such as Discovery
Education and SAS Curriculum Pathways.
4. Optional: Choose additional filter options to narrow material results including Select a Grade,
Select a Subject, All Banks (select materials from all public banks) or Type Keyword.
5. Click Search. A list of materials matching the selected filters includes result counts for each
material type.
Tip: When changing material banks, click Search to reset previously set filters and refresh
search results.

6. Optional: Select Filter By options to limit the results by specific material types. The available
filters are dependent upon the materials bank from which you are searching. This option is not
available when searching for non-District/Local materials.
7. To place the material on your calendar, drag the material to location on your planner.
To unschedule materials:

1. Choose calendar view preference Day, Week, or Month and select the calendar to locate
scheduled materials.
2. Go to the material title, and click .
To change material duration:

You can quickly make changes to the during of materials that have been scheduled on your
calendar. Simply drag the gray bars on either side of the item to adjust the start and end dates of the
material.
To understand calendar prompts:

The duration for higher level instructional materials may be longer than the linked materials that are
associated to it. However, the summary of all linked materials cannot exceed the duration for the
higher level material. When making changes to duration, the calendar will prompt you to make
choices about how you would like new items to be scheduled. See the table below for possible
calendar prompt options and resolutions.
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Situation

Prompt

Resolution

What do you want to do
after unscheduling this
curricular unit?
l

You want to unschedule
a curricular unit that has
other curricular units
occurring after it
l

Move the
subsequent
curricular unit(s)
up.
Do not change the
scheduled dates of
subsequent
curricular unit(s).

Choose the
appropriate radio
button and click Save.
Click Cancel to keep
the original curricular
unit on the calendar.

You want to extend the
duration of a curricular
unit outside the current
school year

Increasing the duration
will push the curricular
unit outside the current
school year

Click Yes to allow and
No to undo.

Changing the duration
of the instructional unit
makes it longer than its
curricular unit

Changing the duration of
the instructional unit
makes it longer than its
curricular unit

Click Yes to increase,
or No to cancel the
instructional unit’s
duration change.

Changing the duration
of a lesson plan makes
it longer than its
instructional unit

The lesson plan
durations exceed that of
the instructional unit.
Would you like to
increase the duration of
the instructional unit?

Click Yes to increase,
or No to cancel the
lesson plan’s duration
change.

Changing the duration
of the instructional unit
makes it overlap with
another instructional
unit

Changing the duration of
this instructional unit will
make it overlap with other
instructional unit(s). What
do you want to do?

Choose the
appropriate radio
button and click Save.
Click Cancel to
maintain original
instructional unit
duration.

Changing the duration
of a lesson plan makes
it overlap with another
lesson plan

Changing the duration of
this lesson plan will make
it overlap with other
lesson plan(s). What do

Choose the
appropriate radio
button and click Save.
Click Cancel to
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you want to do?
l

l

Move the lesson
plan to this day,
and do not change
the schedule dates
of the currently
maintain original lesson
schedule lesson
plan duration.
plan(s).
Move the lesson
plan to this day,
and move the
currently
scheduled lesson
plan(s) down.

Changing the duration
of an external material
makes it overlap with
another material type.

The duration of this
external resource
overlaps with other
scheduled materials.

N/A

You attempt to make
the instructional unit
duration shorter than
the cumulative duration
of the associated
lesson plans

The instructional unit
duration must span the
length of all embedded
lesson plan durations

N/A

You attempt to
schedule more than
three instructional units
at the same time

No more than three
instructional units may be
scheduled at the same
time

N/A

You attempt to
schedule more than
three lesson plans at
the same time

No more than three
lesson plans may be
scheduled at the same
time

N/A
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Create Event
Clicking the Event icon
will reveal several types of event icons (i.e., Meeting, Vacation, Birthday,
Conference, Field Trip, Intervention, School Event, and Other).
To schedule an event:

1. Click the appropriate icon, then drag and drop it onto the calendar.
2. The event details box will pop up, providing the opportunity to enter the event’s Name,
Description, and Location, extend the event’s time parameters across multiple days, and
create a recurring event.
3. Click the add

icon to finish and save.

Note: A prompt will appear if the event extends outside of the current school year.

Schedule Standards
Lesson Planner has two methods for scheduling standards coverage on your calendar(s). You can
schedule instructional materials that are linked to standards to your calendar. You can also schedule
standards directly onto your calendar without defining units or lessons. For example, you may want
to give a quiz focused on particular standards, but do not want to schedule the quiz as a lesson.
Note: This feature is only available to teachers who have also been assigned a course section.
To schedule materials with standards:

1. Go to Classrooms > Lesson Planner.
2. Click Schedule Materials and locate materials to add to your calendar. Select My Materials,
School Bank, Available Curriculum or Material Banks to search for materials.
3. Drag the material to the desired day on the Lesson Planner.
To add standards to a calendar:

1. Go to Classrooms > Lesson Planner.
2. On the left navigation, click the Schedule Standards Coverage icon
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

.

Select the appropriate Grade from the drop-down.
Select the Subject from the drop-down.
Optional: Expand standards and sub-standards to view more details.
Drag the standard you would like to schedule onto the desired day on the Planner.
Enter a Title and Notes.
Click “+” in the upper right corner to save the entry on your calendar.
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Submit for Approval
Scheduled a lesson plan or curricular unit with a “private” status are visible to anyone who can view
your Instructional Planner. To share your learning materials with all Classrooms module users,
submit them for approval.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to Classrooms > Lesson Planner.
Click an item name on the desired calendar. The item page displays.
Click the instructional unit name. The item detail page displays in read-only view.
Click Submit for Approval.
Click OK. The item is submitted to the Materials Reviewer for approval and (when approved)
inclusion in the Materials Bank.

Print Scheduled Material
For teachers and administrators create a batch print of materials that appear on their calendars.
Calendars can also be customized before saving or printing.
Note: A PDF may contain only the calendar for one section.

1. Choose a Material Type from the first dropdown. If “All Material Types” is selected the PDF
will contain details on any curricular unit, instructional unit, lesson plan, assessment, and
resource that have been scheduled on the calendar.
2. Use the Days drop-down to select which days you would like to print materials from. If “All” is
selected materials will be printed for the entire week. To print materials from a different week,
first change the week you are viewing using the blue arrows on the top of the calendar.
3. Select the section you would like to print materials for using the radio buttons.
4. Click Create PDF.

Alerts
Alerts appear when new material is scheduled onto a calendar by a different user or when changes
are made to materials have been scheduled on the calendar.
Note: School districts may choose to disable the alerts feature. When alerts have been disabled,
new and updated curriculum published by curriculum managers are automatically scheduled and
updated on lesson plan calendars.
Possible alerts:
l

Material added appears when a lesson plan is added to an instructional unit, when an
instructional unit is added to a curricular unit, or when a new curricular unit is added.
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l

l

l

Material removed appears when Lesson Plans, Instructional Units, or Curricular Units are
removed from the calendar.
Material order changed appears when Lesson Plans, Instructional Units, or Curricular Units
are moved to a different day on the calendar.
Material duration changed appears when the number of days a Lesson Plan, Instructional
Unit, or Curricular Unit has changed.

If you would only like to accept some of the changes to your calendar, hover over the change you
would like to discard so the “x” appears in the corner. Click it to remove the change, then click Yes
above to accept the remaining changes. Select No to discard all changes.

Search Other Calendars
1. Click Search other calendars at the top of the page to reveal the Find a Calendar search
box. The search box’s type-ahead functionality allows you to search by instructor, course, or
school.
2. Select the calendar you would like to view. From this page, the calendar may be viewed but
not edited.
3. Click Back to My Calendar to return.
Note: This section applies to users with Instructional Manager permissions only.

Related Materials
1. Go to Classrooms > Lesson Planner.
2. Select Institution, Teacher, and Course/Section options from the drop-downs to navigate to
the calendar containing the related materials you want to view.
3. Click View Past Year Planner and select a school year, if appropriate.
4. Click a calendar item.
5. Click the name of the item.
6. Click Related Materials. The materials detail page displays links to any related materials
(other public materials mapped to the same standard(s) as the material in view).
Note: For all Related Materials (except Curricular Units) you will see only material types aligned to a
common set of standards. .
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11: Assignments List
Assignments is available directly from Classrooms main navigation bar for teachers to view and
manage the assignments that have been scheduled for their students. Assignments provides a
complete list of all the resource materials that have been scheduled and includes the material title,
section, and due dates. Use the built-in sort and section filter to quickly locate assignments by title,
due date or section. Teachers can also delete a previously assigned resource. Once an assignment
has been deleted, it is automatically removed from the student's Upcoming Assignments on the
student home page.
Tip: Select a specific page number, one page at a time, or move 10 pages forward/back to quickly
page through multiple results for long assignment lists.

Create Assignments
Access to Assign to Students page is available from the teacher's toolbox on the Search Results and
Material Details pages.This tool enables teachers to assign resources from their private bank,
including materials that are pending approval, school district's local repository, or other content
providers to students who are enrolled in their sections. Once created, student assignments display
directly on the student home page.

1. On Define Properties page, select Yes to enable the For Students property. You add this
option to an existing resource or select it when creating a new resource. This option is only
available for Resource materials. See "Define Properties" on page 89 for more information
2. Select the Due Date.
3. Select the Start Date and End Date. By default these dates are one week before and after the
Due Date but this can be changed.
4. Optional: Enter instructions or provide additional comments to assist students with the
assignment. Up to 250 characters can be entered.
5. Click the check boxes to select one or more sections of students.
6. Click Assign. All students that are in the selected sections are assigned the resource.

Edit Assignments
From Assignments, you can manage the assignments that have been scheduled for your sections.
When editing an assignment, you can select new due and start dates within the current school year,
update the comments that are visible to students, and change section assignments. Once all of the
edits have been made, updates are automatically sent to the student home page for all enrolled
students in the assigned section. Use the built in sort, filter, and page options to quickly locate
assignments.
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1. Locate assignments and click Edit.
2. Make the applicable changes. Due Date, Start Date, End Date, and Sections are required
fields.
3. Click Update.
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12: Glossary
A

Advanced Analysis
An extention available for School & District Data that offers additional reports
combining assessment, enrollment, demographic, attendance, and discipline
data. It uses the OLAP Report structure.

Analysis Spreadsheet
Available in both the Classrooms and School & District Data modules, the
analysis spreadsheet is a type of report used to create a list of students and up to
25 selected data points, such as test scores, absences, and grade level.

anchor item
Any item that has been flagged by a teacher or administrator for identification as
an anchor item. This flag is user-defined, visible to only its creator, and may be
used for a variety of purposes.

area of concern
An area of concern must be specified in order to assign an intervention to target
that weakness. Areas of concern are customized by the district. Examples of
areas of concern are phrasing, fractions, and test-taking skills.

Assessment Admin
Used for all test creation, scheduling and administration on the site. It enables
districts to centralize and automate the management, scheduling, and data
collection for tests.

at-risk student
Students may be labeled "at-risk" if they are not meeting the district's set goals for
course grades, assessments, attendance or discipline incidents.
B

benchmark testing
Testing which provides an assessment of a student's progress toward declared
goals or standards. In the system, a benchmark test is a generic term referring to
any district-wide testing that is not a standardized test. These can be created,
scheduled and administered through the Assess application. They are
alternatively called short cycle, interim, curriculum-based or checkpoint
assessments.
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BHS
Behavioral, Health, or Social difficulties. Students needing an intervention for
these reasons can be manually triggered as requiring a BHS intervention and
assigned that accommodation using the Interventions module.

Bloom's Taxonomy
A multi-tiered scale for learning objectives used to define how well a skill or
compentency is learned or mastered.
C

case manager
A person who is tasked with updating and monitoring intervention plans once
they’ve been created. This person takes on certain responsibilities such as
closing plans, assigning tasks to interventions, adding and removing team
members, and editing the plan.

Classrooms
Delivers student performance data, academic standards and curricular materials
to the teacher's desktop. It also enables district curriculum staff to develop and
dissiminate standards, curricular materials, and best practices to teachers
throughout the district. Finally, it provides district staff and teachers with tools to
plan and analyze instructional practices based on student performance.

cohort
A cohort is a group of students whose progress is monitored by means of
measurements at different points in time.

current enrollment
The set of students who are reported as being enrolled as of the last data upload.

curricular unit
The largest "building blocks" of a curriculum.

cut score
Score range used to determine the performance levels associated to an
assessment.
D

Discrimination
The correlation between the question score and the overall test score which is an
indication of the extent to which success on an item corresponds to success on
the test.
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E

EDS
Educator Development Suite, which consists of everything in Educator
Development including PD Planner (PD Search and professional development
programs) and multiple measures (Observations, Professionalism, Professional
Growth Plans, and Self-Reflections).

Estimated Response Time
Represents the average amount of time students took to read and answer a test
item on an online test.

express test
A test that is generated by the system based on selected standards.
G

grade level equivalent
A number that describes a student's location on an achievement continuum.
Grade Equivalents are expressed in terms of grade and months into grade,
assuming a 10-month school year (e.g., 8.4 means after 4 months of instruction in
the 8th grade). The Grade Equivalent corresponding to a given score on any test
indicates the grade level at which the typical student obtains this score. Because
of this, Grade Level Equivalents are not based on an equal interval scale, and
therefore cannot be added, subtracted, or averaged across test levels the way
other scores can (scale scores or standard scores).

group plan
Intended to be an early step, taken by a teacher, to intervene with groups of lowperforming students before the students fail a course or exceeds behavioral
thresholds. If the students pass these thresholds, the student is eligible for a
targeted individual plan (See "Individual Intervention Plan – Team Setup" in the
Interventions: User Guide for more information). Group plans and individual plans
may operate simultaneously.
H

high score
The highest score achieved by test-taking students.

home page
The dashboard most users of the system see first when they log in. It can also be
accessed throughout the system by clicking the schoolhouse icon in the left
corner of any page. Some users may know this as My Schoolnet.
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I

IIS
Instructional Improvement System, which consists of IMS (Instructional
Management System), EDS (Educator Development System), and Dashboard
(sometimes known as Home Page or My Schoolnet).

IMS
Instructional Management System, or IMS, comprises of Assessment Admin,
Classrooms, Interventions, Outreach, and School & District Data.

institution
Institution refers to a school, region, district, or state.

instructional materials
The building blocks (e.g., lessons, instructional units, resources, etc.) that
comprise a curricular unit.

instructional unit
The generic name for educational material type that can be a “building block” of a
curricular unit or stand alone as a thematic unit. Instructional units can cover a
specific unit of time or content.

intervention plan
A plan for a student or group of students that is designed to track progress in
areas where the student is struggling.

Interventions
Provides additional services for students that have been identified as struggling
academically or behaviorally.

Item Analysis Report
This report analyzes each item on a test to determine the proportions of students
selecting each answer. It can be used to evaluate a student's strengths and
weaknesses or the strengths and weaknesses of the entire section(s) on the
assessment.

item difficulty
A calculation of how challenging an item is for students. It is calculated by
dividing the number of students answering an item correctly by the total number
of students that answered the item. If item difficulty is equal to 1, all students
answered correctly, while if it is equal to 0, no students answered correctly. The
closer the number is to 0, the higher the item difficulty.
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item discrimination
Related to item difficulty, this means how consistently the item is answered by
students who know the material versus students who don’t. Item discrimination is
observed by taking all student test scores on a content area and comparing them
with their score on an item. If low-scoring students score highly on an item and
high-scoring students score low, there is no discrimination. An item with a low
score for all students also doesn’t discriminate. In both cases the item is difficult.

Item Mean
The average score for student responses to an open response or to a multi-part
question, which is calculated by dividing the sum of the points earned for the item
by the number of students who responded.

Item Total Score Correlation
The correlation between the question score and the overall test score which is an
indication of the extent to which success on an item corresponds to success on
the test.
K

KPI
A Key Performance Indicator (KPI) is a quantifiable metric that an organization
can develop to help understand and gauge its performance. When properly
configured and regularly monitored, KPIs are useful in the following ways: • They
reflect the critical success factors of an organization • They help an organization
measure overall progress toward its defined goals • They can alert leaders, team
members, and others about how well an organization is functioning • They can
highlight an organization’s outstanding aspects--both good and bad • They can
help an organization compare its performance to that of other, similar
organizations.
L

lesson plan
A designed teaching approach to a specific portion (e.g., Understanding
Quadratic Equations, Causes of WWII, etc.) of a complete curriculum.

low score
The lowest achieved score by test-taking students.
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M

manual test
A test that is created manually by a test creator with new test items or existing test
items selected from the item bank.

materials
Materials is the generic term that encompasses curricular units, instructional
units, lesson plans, resources and assessments. Public, shared materials are
searchable in the Materials Bank.

mean
The average score achieved on a test calculated by dividing the sum of all
scores by the number of test-taking students.

median
When the scores achieved on a test are arranged from lowest to highest, the
median is the middle score; 50 percent of the achieved scores are lower than the
median and 50 percent are higher.
N

N-count
Number of students responding to the item.

No. of Exposures
Represents the number of times an item has been used on a test.

Normal Curve Equivalent
Derived by converting a raw test score to a number along a normal curve;
numbers on the Normal Curve Equivalent (NCE) line range from 0 to 100. NCE
provides a way of measuring where a student’s score falls along the normal
curve which indicates the rank of a student’s score, or how many students out of
a hundred had a lower score.

number tested
The number of test-taking students.
O

operation
Operations are used to assign special site capabilities, such as editing page
content or moderating forums. They are assigned to Roles.
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Outreach
The page most users see before they log in, and a content management system
for your school, district, or state. It may have features enabled such as forums,
calendars, and announcements before an educator logs into the system.
P

passage
A reading passage that can be included with a test item. Passages can be
created independently or while creating a test item.

percent score
The percent correct score is calculated by taking the raw score (number correct
or number of points earned) divided by the total number of items on the test (or
total possible points). The result is multiplied by 100 to convert it to a percent
value.

percentile
Derived by converting a raw test score to a value that denotes how a student’s
score ranks among all the scores achieved by the group of students who took the
test. Percentile values range from 0 to 99, and a student’s percentile indicates the
percentage of scores that rank below the student’s score.

percentile rank
A ranking scale ranging from a low of 1 to a high of 99. A percentile rank
indicates the percentage of a reference or norm group obtaining scores equal to
or less than the test-taker's score. A percentile score does not refer to the
percentage of questions answered correctly, it indicates the test-taker's standing
relative to the norm group standard.

performance assessment
This type of assessment is used almost constantly in some content areas, such
as music, sports, and art. The premise behind performance assessment is that
students should be asked to demonstrate their skills and knowledge in a way that
is as close as possible to how they will use the skill in their everyday life.
Therefore, when evaluating a music student’s ability to play the trumpet, the
student is asked to play the instrument and a judgment about the quality of the
performance is assigned. Performance assessments can take the form of
speeches, debates, story writing, science laboratory experiments, etc. There are
challenges to using performance assessment in the classroom as each student
must be given the opportunity to demonstrate skills, scoring can be subjective if
scoring guides are not carefully prepared, and it is not as time efficient for
sampling many objectives. However most teacher agree that using some forms of
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performance assessment, when appropriate, can promote more complete
understanding of student achievement.

performance levels
A number of levels that demonstrate a range of performance. Examples include
Warning or Failing, Needs Improvement, Proficient or Advanced.

permissions
User permissions encompass the assignment of institutions, roles, and
operations to users that control their level of access in the system.

proficiency
A performance measure that indicates competency. Proficiency is often
associated with a score group measure to define a level of competency.

P-Value
Represents an index of an item’s difficulty, which is evaluated by dividing the
number of correct responses by the number of students who responded to the
question.
Q

QTI
The IMS Question & Test Interoperability (QTI) specification enables the
exchange of item, test, and results data between authoring tools, item banks, test
constructional tools, learning systems, and assessment delivery systems. Test
items that meet the QTI 2.1 specification can be imported into Schoolnet.

quartile
Within percentile, the 25th percentile is also known as the first quartile (Q1), the
50th percentile as the second quartile (Q2), and the 75th percentile as the third
quartile (Q3).
R

range
The lowest and highest scores for all the scores achieved on a test.

Rasch Item Difficulty
Also referred to as the difficulty or location parameter, this is an index of item
difficulty as determined by applying the item response theory Rasch model.
Positive values indicate a harder than average item and negative values indicate
an easier than average item.
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raw score
The sum of all of the points awarded to a student on a test.

Response Distribution Fields
For questions with response options, the percentage of students who selected
each response option or who did not respond.

role
Roles are how the system defines groups of individuals with similar site needs.
Users must belong to at least one system role (e.g., Teacher, Staff) and may
belong to additional roles in any institution. Access to features in the system is
partially controlled by role, as well as operation and other institution-specific
configurations.

RTI
Response to Intervention, an academic method to provide early, systematic
assistance to children who are having difficulty learning. In Schoolnet, the
Interventions module provides tools such as monitoring reports and intervention
plan creation tools for RTI.

rubric
A standard of performance that is used to evaluate and measure student
performance. In Schoolnet, rubrics are tables with rows that define a measured
quality or skill and columns that define performance levels for each row. Rubrics
can be created and managed in Assessment Admin by state, district, regional,
and school administrators as well as teachers for classroom tests.
S

scale score
A type of derived score, which is a transformation of the raw score, that provides
a continuous score scale (developmental scale) across different levels and forms
of a test that permits the direct comparison of different groups of examinees regardless of the time of year tested and the level/form administered (i.e., useful
for longitudinal comparisons). Scale Scores are equal-interval, a property that
allows these scores to be added, subtracted, and averaged. The term scale score
and standard score are often used interchangeably, even though these scores
may be derived by different methods, their purpose and use can be similar.

School & District Data
A data-driven school improvement support system that provides districts with a
framework to evaluate performance, efficiently plan improvement, and monitor
progress toward accountability targets. It enables leadership to define and apply
a district-wide accountability model by monitoring KPIs, measuring district
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progress, making comparisons across institutions, and identifying potential
problem areas.

score groups
Score groups are measures that define levels of student achievement or
competency on an assessment. A single set of score groups can be implemented
for all assessments or score groups can be unique to a specific assessment.

score point distribution
For an open response question or multi-part question, each of which have a total
point value, the percentage of students who received each possible score point.

section
An instance of a course. For example, Ms. DeYoung’s 3rd period Algebra II class
is a Section.

SIS
Student Information System, a database system which houses information
related to students, teachers, courses, etc.

standard
Refers to a set of skills students or educators must learn to be considered
proficient in a given course of study. The term may refer to a granular level of a
standard, such as a skill, indicator, or performance objective. Standards exist at
national, state, and local (district or school) levels.

standard deviation
A measure of dispersion of scores used to indicate how far away a score is from
the mean score. A low standard deviation indicates the score is close to the
mean; a high standard deviation indicates the score is spread out over a large
range of values.

standard score
A measure that defines how far away a student's score falls from the mean or
average score. The Standard Score allows the person analyzing test scores to
compare how far above or below a student's score is from the average or mean
score.

stanine
Also known as STAndard NINE, represents a method of scaling test scores on a
nine-point standard scale. Test results are ranked from lowest to highest, and an
algorithm is used that gives the lowest 4% of the scores a stanine of 1, the next
7% a stanine of 2, the next 12% a stanine of 3, the next 17% a stanine of 4, the
next 20% a stanine of 5, the next 17% a stanine of 6, the next 12% a stanine of 7,
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the next 7% a stanine of 8 and the remaining 4% of the test scores are given a
stanine of 9.

student group
A student group is a group of specific students created by a teacher in
Classrooms module. Use student groups to organize students by performance or
other criteria.

Student Profile
Found by using the Find a Student search in the top right corner of the system. A
graphic compilation of the performance of an individual on a series of
assessments.

student set
A collection of students that meet a set of criteria that you – the user – has defined
(for example, Asian females who have been absent twice this month).

System
A link to pages that system operators use to configure the site. Corresponding
System Operator Guides are only available to system operators on PowerSource
and the Help and Support Library.
T

tasks
Tasks are multi-part test items. Each part is called an activity. Each activity is
aligned to a standard. Tasks are designed to demonstrate performance on a
standard or set of standards.

team members
Team members are staff at the institution who are responsible for
delivery/tracking all or parts of the intervention plan.

test item
A test question, such as True/False, Matching, Open Response, and so on. Test
items can be created in Assessment Admin or imported through the QTI import
process.

total enrollment
The actual number of student records that exist in the system for the number of
years that data has been loaded into the system (so even for students that have
since left the school).
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total unique
The total number of unique student records represented in a row or in column on
a report. If a row or column total does equal Total Unique, scores groups are not
mutually exclusive and at least some students exist in multiple score groups.
Total unique can also be thought of as the “unduplicated count” of students.
U

User Management
A tool that allows you to manage user accounts, roles, and operations. You must
be permissioned to be a user manager in your state or district in order for the
User Management link to appear on your site.
W

web part
A widget that you may modify the appearance or position of. These are found on
My Schoolnet (also known as home page), and some module's dashboards such
as Assessment Admin and Educator Development. Examples of web parts
include My Calendar, District Announcements, Recommended PD, and Recent
Assessments.
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